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Abstract

Introduction

As the South Asian immigrant population continues to grow in developed countries, research focused on providing culturally appropriate healthcare services has become of central concern. In addition, studies have found that South Asian men’s lack of perceived or actual accessibility to healthcare often leads to these men being treated later for health complications and particularly for sexual health illnesses. Although pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases involve both men and women, literature suggests that most sexual health programs only target women and ignore the sexual health needs of men. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to have a broader understanding on if and how South Asian men access and utilize sexual health services in a Western country setting, particularly in Canada. Literature suggests that in many developed countries, there is a paucity of work that investigates the needs of immigrant populations with regards to sexual health, and consequently how to develop appropriate services for these populations. Therefore, as shown in this thesis, it is deemed necessary to explore the contextual factors that influence sexual health service uptake by South Asian men in Canada in order to create a more robust and improved sexual healthcare service for this population.

Objectives

The first study (Study I) of this thesis was a scoping review focused on South Asian men in Western countries and explores broadly the accessibility and utilization of sexual health services by this population group in a developed country setting. In the conceptual paper, I documented critical concepts for investigating, understanding, and explaining patient experiences with healthcare system in Canada; namely access to healthcare services, utilization of service, quality of care and healthcare service efficiency. The objective of Study III paper 1 was aimed to explore contextual factors (e.g. cultural, psychological, social) influencing the accessibility (actual and/or perceived) and utilization of sexual health services by South Asian men in Canada.
Finally, the Study III paper 2 aimed to explore if and how South Asian men perceive provider attitude as playing a role in sexual health service experiences for South Asian men in Ontario.

Methods

Study I followed Arksey and O’Malley’s established methodology for mapping out and identifying the extent, range, and nature of research activity, and identify research gaps in the existing literature. For Study III paper 1, an interpretive description (ID) research methodology was used to concurrently collect and analyze data in Ontario. The overall analysis further followed Braun and Clarke guidelines for thematic analysis. As for Study III paper 2, thematic analysis was also conducted following Braun and Clarke (2006) thematic guidelines. Altogether eighteen semi-structured interviews were conducted between May – July 2021 with South Asian born immigrant men between the age range of 20-45 years for Study III.

Results

For Study I, four multi-disciplinary electronic databases were searched between 1998 and 2018. The search yielded 586 articles; 407 duplicate articles were removed, and 376 did not meet the inclusion criteria. A total of 10 articles were included in this review. Herein we report the factors shaping sexual health service access and use, namely: (1) cultural and psychological factors; (2) sexual health service accessibility; (3) personal beliefs and patterns in service use; (4) social perspectives and conflicting values on sexual health. We identify the gaps in research needed for policymakers, formal healthcare providers, and South Asian community stakeholders to develop effective and inclusive sexual health programs for South Asian men in Western countries. In addition, the conceptual paper contributed to the broader literature in identifying the knowledge gaps within the Canadian health service system, in terms of understanding the variable indicators that are used in measuring health systems performance. In Study III paper 1, we found sexual health is perceived negatively by some South Asian men and limited sexual health information was said to exist within the community. Furthermore, perceived severity of sexual illness also influenced sexual health service access. Participants also mentioned sexual health as taboo, the social nature of sex positivity and sex negativity and that men share sexual
health information with only trusted sources (e.g. friends and family). Our participants also mentioned that sexual health information was shared more openly by following Western rather than South Asian cultural norms. Findings further suggest South Asian mens’ culture influences their perceptions of sexual health and overall access to care which they often think to be an optional service. For example, gender stereotypes about men within the South Asian cultures can influence sexual health seeking behaviours among men.

Lastly, in Study III paper 2, participants discussed providers as being inattentive to care and that they, as patients, are often concerned about being judged by their provider. Participants suggested that to improve care, providers should focus on building a common ground of interest and respect during service delivery. In addition, participants viewed the one-provider-one-service policy in Ontario as a hinderance to men accessing healthcare. The notion of doctor-hopping was also discussed as a response to care that does not meet patient expectations. The notion of gender also emerged, with recommendations put forward for non-judgemental separate sexual health service provision for men from women.

Conclusion

The scoping review was important to identify the knowledge gaps and identify relevant methodological tools, ultimately guiding the design of Study III, investigating what contextual factors (e.g., cultural, physical, psychological, or social) play a role in South Asian immigrant men’s access (actual and/or perceived accessibility) to and utilization of sexual health services in Canada. The conceptual paper made a stand-alone contribution to the wider thesis (such as, in investigating, understanding, and explaining patient experiences with healthcare system in Canada; namely access to healthcare services, utilization of service, quality of care and healthcare service efficiency) and mainly in proceeding towards a critical investigation in Study III, that aimed to explore access to care, utilization of services, and patient-provider interactions in healthcare service experience in Ontario. Furthermore, Study III paper 1 provided unique understanding regarding the various contextual factors that influence access to and utilization of sexual healthcare services by South Asian men living in Ontario. Also, our findings suggest that health and wellbeing of South Asian men are integrally connected to their culture in South Asian
communities, and that there is an increased need for sexual health education and promotion opportunities within the South Asian male communities that is a crucial process and would require appropriate locations for clinic or service promotion. Lastly, Study III paper 2 found that healthcare provider attitude may play as an important role in the overall in health service delivery and consequently if and how they are used. Indeed, it is important for healthcare professionals to be more reflexive of their attitudes in a clinical setting and perform not by ignoring the other cultural knowledge in medicine practice, but by embracing it.
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Chapter 1: Background

Statement of Research Problem

As the South Asian immigrant population continues to grow in high-income countries (i.e. according to the World Bank, countries having a high-income economy and a gross national income per capita of more than $12,000)[1], research focused on providing culturally appropriate healthcare services for migrant populations has become of central concern[2]. In recent years, there has been an increase in migration of South Asians in Canada with over 1.26 million people from South Asian countries specifically calling Canada their home, making up the largest culturally diverse population group[3]. Although much research has focused on immigrant health and wellbeing, among the range of healthcare services available to immigrants, sexual health remains neglected, though an important and critical domain[3][4]. Furthermore, in many healthcare settings in high-income countries, while pregnancy and sexual illnesses involve both men and women, the literature suggests that most sexual health programs mainly focus on women while overlooking the sexual healthcare needs of men[4][5]. In addition, studies have found that South Asian men’s lack of perceived or actual accessibility to healthcare often leads to these men being treated later for health complications and particularly for sexual health illnesses[6]. Therefore, there need to be more considerations on preventative measures of sexual health services, all the while giving attention to understanding factors that can influence access to and utilization of sexual health services for South Asian men.

Literature suggests that sexual health services include education about sexual health, diagnosis and testing of sexually transmitted infections (STIs), treatment and follow-up services for STIs, and reproductive healthcare services[7]. However, studies suggest that cultural stigma, lack of information or misinformation about service availability, provider attitude, language barriers, time constraints, unavailability of viable transport options, and length of stay in a community – can influence the use of sexual health services for South Asian men[8][9]. For example, misinformation among men in Canada about sexual health testing remains, which may hinder access to sexual healthcare services [10]. Likewise, literature also found that without adequate knowledge, South Asian men are often not aware of the services available during sexual health
illness[8]. Additionally, although much progress has been made in recognizing the importance of culture and ethnicity in sexual behaviours in Canada, studies suggest the delivery of sexual health services and education in Canada require more consideration of how culture and ethnicity interact with sexuality and sexual health, particularly for culturally diverse population groups (i.e. including South Asians) as they comprise 19.1% of the Canadian population[11]. Furthermore, studies suggest issues related to stigma about sexual health of men or women along with patient confidentiality – all can be additional concerns influencing sexual health service access in Canada[12]. For example, many South Asian men often find it very difficult to communicate with healthcare professionals about their sexual health due to embarrassment and also for fear of breaches in confidentiality[13] Negative experiences in communication have also been documented as discouraging South Asian individuals from accessing follow-up services and affects the perceptions and health service use of the family or community[14]. Such as, in regards to healthcare disparities, previous research with South Asian populations has found that provider attitudes towards youth populations are among the most important factors in quality of care in sexual healthcare services, particularly due to discrimination in availing sexual health services from the provider[9]. Similarly, it has been noted that there is a deficit in culturally appropriate prevention and care strategies for male communities in many healthcare settings[15].

The cultural construction of norms and values (e.g. custom, traditions, and honour) is documented to be influential in shaping overall understanding of sexual health [13]. Culture can be defined as a “repertoire of socially transmitted and intergenerationally generated ideas about how to live and make judgements, both in general terms and in regards to specific domains of life”(p.208)[16]. For South Asian men, culture is an important factor shaping the way men perceive sexual health and how they discuss these topics within and between the South Asian communities[17]. For example, gender is viewed as the central organizer of sexual behaviour that crosscuts all other social and cultural factors. Sexual behaviour is often viewed in light of gendered sexual scripts that vary historically across cultures[18][19]. As such, gender often intersects with race, age and sexual orientation that may also influence how sexuality is expressed or experienced, thereby influencing overall accessibility and utilization of healthcare services[20][21]. Indeed, the cultural systems of gender are seen as a primary force in constructing different beliefs and practices among South Asian men and women thereby further
influencing access to and utilization of healthcare services[22]. While literature also reported experiences of care and culture is often overlooked through patient-provider interactions in many healthcare settings[23][24].

Beyond what is documented above, there is limited research that investigates the healthcare needs of immigrant populations, and particularly of South Asian men populations in Canada, with regards to their sexual healthcare, and consequently how to develop appropriate healthcare services for these populations. Hence, this thesis aims to establish a broader understanding regarding if and how South Asian men access and utilize sexual health services in a high-income economy country setting, particularly here in Canada. In doing so we identify the contextual factors that influence sexual health service uptake by South Asian men in Canada to create a more robust and improved sexual healthcare service for this population.

**Thesis Structure**

This thesis adopts a paper-based approach. It includes four manuscripts (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 published in peer-reviewed journals) for which I am the first author. For all studies, I was responsible for study design conceptualization, data collection, analysis, and drafting, submitting, and revising manuscripts. My co-authors provided methodological guidance and feedback on the draft manuscripts. To meet the research aim, the first study (Study I) in Chapter 2 conducted was a scoping review designed to identify the knowledge gaps in access to and utilization of sexual health services in a high-income country setting. This scoping review is focused on the South Asian men in high-income Western countries and explores broadly the accessibility and utilization of sexual health services by this population group in a high-income country setting. As sexual health of immigrant men is understudied, this paper adds value in systematically documenting how accessibility and utilization of sexual health services vary in particular demographic contexts, the overall perception about service use, and factors influencing access to care by immigrant men from South Asia in high-income countries. Hence, this scoping review was important to identify the knowledge gaps and methodological tools needed to understand what contextual factors (e.g., cultural, physical, psychological, or social) play a role
in South Asian immigrant men’s access (actual and/or perceived accessibility) to and utilization of sexual health services in Canada.

Study II was a conceptual paper (Chapter 3) designed to understand the concepts related to access to healthcare services, quality of care and efficiency in healthcare services in Canada. Through this conceptual paper, I documented critical concepts for investigating, understanding, and explaining patient experiences with the healthcare system in Canada; namely access to healthcare services, utilization of service, quality of care and healthcare service efficiency. This conceptual article on healthcare access, quality of care and healthcare efficiency helped to refine my understanding of the concepts and to clarify how these three intermediate variables may shape patient assessments in health system performance. This conceptual paper was critical in identifying the knowledge gaps within the Canadian health service system in access and utilization of healthcare services, quality of care and healthcare service efficiency. Finally, as concepts of access to healthcare, quality of care and healthcare efficiency remain quite ambiguous, in terms of operationalizing in qualitative research, this paper also adds value to the existing literature in terms of designing studies to investigate service access and utilization. These conceptual clarifications, for example, helped to inform recommendations that emerged in Chapter 5 paper 2.

Study III (two papers, Chapters 4 and 5) aimed to explore: 1. Contextual factors (e.g. cultural, physical, psychological, social) influencing accessibility (actual and/or perceived accessibility) and utilization of sexual health services by South Asian men in Ontario; 2. South Asian men’s perspective on the role of provider attitude in experiences of sexual healthcare services in Ontario.

Besides, given the sensitive nature of this study, ethics approval was obtained from the Office of Research Ethics (ORE), University of Waterloo. To achieve this, all information that could identify participants from the data was deleted permanently. Each participant transcript was de-identified and pseudonyms were provided to ensure the anonymity of the data obtained. Participants were allowed to withdraw their consent to participate and have their data destroyed by contacting us within one week of data collection. In addition, we understand that some
participants may experience some discomfort answering questions on sexual health. Hence, we informed our participants, that during the interview if our participants experienced distress, we would pause the interview and they may choose to end participation at any time.

Although the included studies have been undertaken independently, they are related insofar as they provide empirical knowledge to the broader aim of the thesis study. Their sequential presentation herein also highlights my program of research for my doctoral training. There is a paucity of research regarding the South Asian male population’s accessibility and utilization of sexual health services in Canada. Hence, following the development from the scoping review and conceptual article on healthcare access and utilization, this research study provided a more comprehensive understanding regarding factors influencing access to and utilization of sexual healthcare services in Ontario.

Methodological Considerations

For Chapter 2 Study 1, I followed Arksey and O’Malley’s established methodology [25] for mapping out and identifying the extent, range and nature of research activity, and identifying research gaps in the existing literature. The process involves five stages, namely: (1) identifying research question; (2) identifying relevant studies; (3) study selection; (4) charting the data; (5) collating, summarizing, and reporting the data[25]. The reason for conducting a scoping, rather than a systematic review, was two-fold. One, systematic reviews focus on a well-defined question relating to the research design that can be identified in advance while scoping reviews tend to focus on broader topics where many different study designs might be applicable[25]. Second, systematic reviews aim to address questions from a narrow range of quality assessed papers, while the scoping reviews are less likely to address very specific research questions[25]. Hence, for this study, the scoping review process was most appropriate to address the overall broader research question and the aim of the study.

The analytic approach for Chapter 4 paper 1 was informed by interpretive description (ID)[26]. ID as a methodology “offers a viable alternative to what we sometimes observe as modifying conventional phenomenology, ethnography, or grounded theory”[27] (p.39). This methodology
originally provided a structure for qualitative studies of clinical phenomena of interest for health professions. ID was introduced as a noncategorical methodological approach to developing clinical understanding (e.g. sexual health illness experience)[28]. This methodology was created within health science and focuses on developing knowledge that will inform clinical practice. Hence, this methodology is in line with the aim of Chapter 4 Paper 1 [28]. ID is aligned with a constructivist and naturalistic orientation of inquiry and is inspired by systematic ideas adopting an inductive, constant-comparative approach to analyzing qualitative data, iteratively ‘interrogating’ individual themes for their internal consistencies and variations, and finding potential patterns in the data that might form relationships to be built into a coherent whole[27][28]. The philosophical framework of ID assumes that absolute, wholly objective knowledge is unattainable through empirical analysis[28]. Realities are local in nature, while they are socially and experientially based, and are contingent in form and content on the persons who hold them[26]. Therefore, in such an inquiry, a priori theoretical understandings alone cannot adequately account for the phenomenon under study[29]. Here the researcher’s foreknowledge of the phenomenon under study is considered to be a platform on which to design the project and helps to establish its anticipated boundaries (e.g. the experientially derived foreknowledge of the phenomenon) [26].

Since ID is relatively a new methodology in qualitative research [25], researchers using ID have a limited number of resources to turn to for further guidance regarding this methodology [25][27]. Therefore, to enact an ID that is applicable in the practical science of the discipline, my method further required intellectual processes that extend well beyond collecting and reporting data. Therefore, Chapter 4 paper 1 also made use of the Braun and Clarke (2006)[30] guidelines for thematic analysis. Such guidelines were important during the various iterations of coding, reviewing and recoding, as thematic summary creates a rich nuanced report that has strong inductive qualitative reasoning[30]. The analysis required a representation in a form that explicitly acknowledges the analytic processes and in constructing and interpreting an account of what the themes within the data signify[31]. Therefore, for my research the guidelines of Braun and Clarke’s (2006)[30] thematic summary fit in best with the ID methodology for data collection and analysis strategies, namely: to generate more credible and meaningful knowledge and to provide necessary conceptual linkages of the findings in this study [29].
In the final chapter of my thesis, Chapter 5 Paper 2, I explored South Asian men’s perspectives on the role of provider attitude in their experiences of sexual healthcare services in Ontario. This paper is connected to Chapters 2 and 3 in learning further about the need for patient-centred outcome measures in service and clinical quality. My study explored the role of provider attitude in patient-provider interactions, and the paper provides strong evidence that may inform tailored interventions that may improve the future quality of care for South Asian populations. For this paper too, thematic analysis was conducted following Braun and Clarke[30]. The process involved marking, numbering, coding transcripts after each interview, and then organizing the data into conceptually relevant categories for the exploration of patterns and themes using NVivo 12 Pro[30][32][33]. Though coding was conducted in recognition of the existing literature and research aims, as little is known about the highly sensitive research topic, I along with my co-authors approached the data inductively with no prior theory or framework[31][32]. We did not focus on the prevalence of a theme, but rather on the meaningful information that related to the overall research question. Furthermore, all the references of individual articles are provided at the end of this thesis in the reference section.

Summary of Chapter 1

In conclusion, this chapter provided a rationale for the broader objective of my thesis. I discussed the relevance of exploring contextual factors influencing access to and utilization of sexual health services by South Asian men in Ontario. In addition, I provided a literature overview identifying the knowledge gaps known so far that this thesis addresses, while providing an outline of the research objectives that each chapter achieves. Lastly, this chapter only highlights methodological considerations relevant to the studies that were beyond the space allocated in an article written for peer-reviewed publication. Therefore, by conducting a scoping literature review, providing conceptual clarifications on healthcare access, quality of care and service efficiency, exploring the contextual factors influencing access to and utilization of sexual healthcare services, and by further highlighting the importance of provider attitude in overall sexual healthcare service experience – I, along with my co-authors of these studies, have identified and addressed the knowledge gaps regarding South Asian men’s access and utilization
of sexual healthcare services in Ontario. The last chapter of this will pull together the results of Studies I to III and provide data-driven recommendations necessary to initiate a more robust sexual health service platform that caters to not only South Asian men populations, but health services for the populations who identify themselves as men in Canada.
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Abstract

Background: South Asian communities comprise one of the fastest growing populations in Western countries. However, the sexual health of immigrant men in particular remains vastly understudied and little is known about how and if men access these services. Methods: Four multi-disciplinary electronic databases were searched to between 1998-2018. The search yielded 586 articles; 407 duplicate articles were removed, and 376 did not meet the inclusion criteria.

Results: A total of 10 articles were included in this review. Herein we report the factors shaping sexual health service access and use, namely: (1) cultural and psychological factors; (2) sexual health service accessibility; (3) experiences of prior sexual health service utilization; (4) social perspectives and conflicting values on sexual health.

Conclusions: We identify the gaps in research needed for policymakers, formal healthcare providers, and South Asian community stakeholders to develop effective and inclusive sexual health programs for South Asian men in Western countries.

Keywords: South Asian men, sexual health services, access and utilization, western countries
Introduction

South Asia is one of the major regions from which people have migrated to higher-income countries, either temporarily for education or employment, or to live permanently [1]. A ‘South Asian’ is defined as an individual who self-identifies as having ancestry that originates in South Asia, including an individual reporting his/her origin as Bangladeshi, Bengali, East Indian, Goan, Gujrati, Kashmiri, Pakistani, Punjabi, Nepali, Sinhalese, Sri Lankan, Tamil, or South Asian [2]. On a global scale, the migrant population was estimated to be approximately 244 million in 2015, a figure that has significantly increased in the past decade [3]. Immigration patterns in developed countries have changed considerably in the past few decades, with a greater proportion of migrants being from Asia, and particularly, South Asia. For example, patterns of immigration in Canada have changed from the 1970s, where migrants were primarily from Europe (70% or more), with Asian migrants making up only 10%; however, as of 2013 European migrants only accounted for 17% while Asian population growth increased to 52% [4]. According to the 2006 Canadian Census, over 1.26 million people from South Asian countries specifically called Canada home, making up the largest visible minority group [2]. It is projected that by 2031, 55% of Canada’s foreign-born population will report origins in South Asia [5]. Similar patterns have emerged in the United States, where 3.4 million South Asian Americans are now residing in the United States, mainly from countries like India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka [6,7]. Similar trends are present in Australia. In 2011, 8% of the total Australian population was Asian-born, and 27% of this 8% were born in South Asia [8]. As for the entire European Union (EU), approximately 53.8 million migrants were estimated to live in the EU, amounting to >10% of its population [9]. As for Britain, they have the highest influx of South Asian origins constituting to 4% of the population of the UK [10].

As the immigrant population continues to grow in developed countries, the health of the immigrants will be reflective on the overall health status of host countries. As a consequence, considerable research has been conducted on how to improve health services for this population group; most notable is the prevention of non-communicable and infectious diseases. However, research to date identifies that current service provision for this population group is more generally affected by issues of cultural ignorance and communication. Physicians have been
reported as to not listening, not providing adequate information, and demonstrating a lack of concern or lack of respect for the patient [11]. This led to the failure of developing culturally appropriate prevention and care strategies for the South Asian communities [12]. Previous studies found that patients’ cultural beliefs and traditions often create misunderstandings between healthcare providers and migrant patients, which adversely affect the quality and efficacy of health service [13].

Central to this paper is the dearth of information regarding South Asians use of sexual health services. Sexually transmitted infections (STIs) can have a negative impact on individual's physical and emotional health [14,15], and there remains an increased risk of developing secondary health conditions, that can be more severe if proper diagnostic care is not available in terms of efficacy and quality [16]. This is evident in the UK where research identified that prevention and service provision - being based on Western models of sexuality, identity, and biomedicine - are inappropriate and ineffective for South Asian communities, whose lives are shaped by entirely different social and cultural norms [16]. However, sexual health remains a neglected domain in current literature on migrant health [17]. Literature suggests that in many developed countries, there is a paucity of work that investigates the needs of immigrant populations with regards to sexual health, and consequently how to develop effective services for these populations [18]. In particular, very few studies examine the nature of the sexual health needs of South Asians or whether these needs are effectively met [18].

Traditionally, women have been the target of sexual and reproductive health services because it is important for them to have access to such care, in order to have safe pregnancies and healthy children [19]. However, although pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases involve both men and women, most reproductive health programs only target women and ignore the reproductive health needs of men [20]. In recent years, there has been a steady rise in cases of gonorrhoea, chlamydia, and syphilis [20,21], while little to no data is available to justify the overall STI infection rates among the South Asian community men. Further, it has been reported that migrant populations from South Asian regions possess lower knowledge regarding sexual health than other migrant populations and have lower sexual healthcare utilization rates [17]. South Asian male communities have many taboos around the discussion of ‘‘shameful’’ matters such as
sexual behaviour [16]. Studies have found that men’s lack of access to healthcare often leads to men being treated later for sexual health illnesses [22]. Taking Canada as an example, men between the age of 15 to 24 years, experience the greatest proportion of STI infections [22,23]. Studies have also found that men may delay in seeking services because they are not planning to be sexually active, while thinking it is unmanly to seek help unless they have a problem, such as STI cases [24]. Consequently, this may further cause underutilization of sexual health services in Western countries like Canada, US, the UK and in Australia [25]. Thus, linguistic matters, cultural issues, and taboos or stigma construct the overall healthcare utilization by South Asian communities [12]. An understanding of how to create culturally relevant and appropriate services, and how to improve service use, is therefore crucial for the sexual health of South Asian men in developed countries.

In a broader construct of understanding how South Asians use sexual health services, it is important to know what exactly sexual health means. Several organizations advocated a more implicit definition of sexual health in terms of: (1) being knowledgeable about reproductive health, (2) being able to make informed choices about parenthood and sexuality, and (3) being comfortable with one’s own sexuality. However, the concept of sexual health also varies for certain individuals in terms of uniqueness of sexual experiences, needs and identities [25,26]. Despite the recognition of culture of such immigrants’ definition and understanding of sexual health, and their consequential sexual health needs, inadequate attention has been given to the uptake of health services (including sexual health) [27]. Barriers related to stigma, distrust of health system, poor communication, family obligations, economic stability, geographical distribution of service - all require a greater level of inquiry before we can begin to improve services for South Asian men [27].

The aim of the present review is to identify the contextual factors (e.g. cultural, physical, psychological, social) that influence access to and utilisation of sexual health services by the South Asian immigrant men. The two related objectives are: 1. To systematically document existing evidence that may be used to improve service accessibility and utilization for South Asian male immigrants; 2. To identify research agendas required to develop effective and inclusive sexual health programs for South Asian men in Western countries. The ultimate goal is
to assist policymakers, healthcare providers, and stakeholders in South Asian men’s health to begin to address the rise in sexually transmitted diseases, and reproductive health issues in this population.

**Methods**

We followed Arksey and O’Malley’s established methodology for mapping out and identifying the extent, range and nature of research activity, and identify research gaps in the existing literature [28]. According to the authors, the process involves a five-stage approach in conducting scoping reviews: (1) identifying a search topic; (2) identifying relevant studies; (3) selecting relevant studies; (4) charting the data collected; and (5) summarizing and reporting the results of data collection (with an optional sixth stage on providing opportunities for consultation on the data) [28]. Scoping reviews differ from full systematic reviews in that they do not evaluate the quality of the included studies and only involve “analytical reinterpretation” of the included studies [29]. While a systematic review follows a structured and a pre-defined study design process, a scoping study focuses on broader topics where many different study designs might be applicable [28]. Hence, for the purpose of this study, the scoping review process was most befitting, to address the overall broader research question and the aim of the study.

**Search Strategy and Study Selection**

Since a part of our aim of the scoping review was to identify the access to and utilization of sexual health related services by South Asian immigrant men, search terms were identified that would make articles relevant to our aim and meet the inclusion criteria. ‘Access’ is a multidimensional process that involves factors related to geography, finances and appropriateness, and quality of care [30,31]. It is currently debated whether the notions of acceptability and availability are actually part of the definition of accessibility, or whether they are independent constructs [32]. Within the present study, we identify with the former and have included acceptability and availability as constructs that fall within the umbrella of access. Issues of geographic location (e.g. travel impedance to the nearest primary health service provider), acceptability of relevant services, and availability of a professional health service provider, have been used to understand the physical access to sexual health services. It is important to note that
the characteristics of individuals and place also influence the utilization of care and health outcomes [16].

The scoping review focused entirely on the areas of the contextual factors influencing access to and utilisation of sexual health services by South Asian immigrant men. In addition to access we broadened our research question to identify factors related to health service utilization. See Table 1 for a list of search terms. Our inclusion criteria included peer-reviewed academic journal articles which were only available in English Language. All articles focused on primary research data and studies of South Asian male migrants exploring sexual health and health service settings. Further, as discussed earlier, the study articles were only chosen from the developed countries such as the UK, United States, Canada, New Zealand and Australia – having similar migration patterns of South Asian populations (see Table 2). The primary author searched four multidisciplinary databases for empirical research following the guidance of a reference librarian, who is specialized in health research. Published research studies conducted within the past 20 years were searched using the research databases PubMed, Scopus, PsycINFO and Sociological Abstracts. Detailed search strategy with all databases is provided in Table 3. Search terms were chosen to explore the diversity of what encompasses sexual health for South Asian male populations in terms of access to and utilization of services. For this study, contextual factors are defined as the environment in which patients receive healthcare [32]. Specifically, the contextual factors are mainly based on the site of usual source of care and on the characteristic of the community, as the community healthcare resources and population characteristics are significantly associated with healthcare access and utilization [33,34].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>Concept 1</th>
<th>Concept 2</th>
<th>Concept 3</th>
<th>Concept 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author Keywords</td>
<td>Sexual Health</td>
<td>Immigrants</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>South Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexually transmitted infections</td>
<td>Refugee</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>Migrant</td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Indian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexual behaviour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bengali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STDs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kashmiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Venereal Diseases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gujarati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tamil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bangladeshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pakistani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sri Lankan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeSH</td>
<td>Chlamydia</td>
<td>Immigrants</td>
<td>Emigrants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gonorrhoea</td>
<td></td>
<td>Emigrants and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Syphilis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Immigrants and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexually transmitted disease</td>
<td></td>
<td>Emigration and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexual Practices</td>
<td></td>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexual behaviour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reproductive health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reproductive health services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexuality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIV infections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reproductive medicine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genital Diseases, Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexual Dysfunction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Search Key Words for Scoping Review
Figure 1 provides an overview of the extraction process to identify the final set of articles for review. Based on our inclusion and exclusion criteria, after excluding the duplicates, 407 articles remained from which 376 records were further excluded which did not match our study objectives. Further, 18 articles were removed for not having South Asian participants and sexual health in the study. The remaining 10 articles were then reviewed. Article titles and abstracts
were reviewed to determine if they met the inclusion criteria; when insufficient information was available, the entire article was reviewed to determine its inclusion or exclusion criteria. A standard table 4 was in line with Arksey and O’Malley scoping review process [28], to identify the study information on (i) study authors; (ii) year of publication; (iii) study purpose; (iv) study approach; (v) study population and (vi) study country. Each included article was reviewed in its entirety and relevant data was extracted to form the basis for thematic analysis specific to our research aim.

Results

A total of 10 articles met the inclusion criteria. Among these 3 studies were from Canada, 2 from the United States, 3 from Australia, 1 from Eastern Europe and 1 from New Zealand (Table 4). Analysis of the 10 articles generated four themes: (1) cultural and psychological factors affecting sexual health service; (2) sexual health service accessibility; (3) personal beliefs and patterns in service use; (4) social perspectives and conflicting values on sexual health.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion</th>
<th>Exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Published in English</td>
<td>Published in Language other than English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer-reviewed</td>
<td>Non-peer reviewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic journal article</td>
<td>Book, dissertation, conference abstract, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary study</td>
<td>Not a primary study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study conducted in developed countries such as US, Canada, UK, New Zealand, Australia</td>
<td>Study conducted in other countries except US, Canada, UK, New Zealand, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study includes South Asian participants</td>
<td>Studies that do not include South Asian population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies that involve sexual health cases</td>
<td>Studies that do not include sexual health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Cultural and Psychological Factors Affecting Sexual Health

Cultural factors

The cultural construction of honour and shame can be seen as an influential factor in shaping many of the issues related to sexual health amongst South Asian men. Taboos such as discussion of sexual matters and the implications of shame were significant in sexual health choices. From the literature reviewed, culture emerged as an important factor shaping the way that South Asian men perceive the issue of sexual health. Study participants pointed out, that cultural stigma surrounding the discussion about sexual health matters was a major constraint in discussing sexual health issues, for example, HIV among South Asian men [35]. Participants also indicated difficulty talking about sexual health at home and indicated that television information or programs are often ignored by switching channels [35]. Some participants mentioned the challenge of misperceptions regarding sexual health, such as thinking that condoms are solely for birth control and not for disease prevention [36]. The articles suggest that the conflicts between the cultural and traditional values regarding sexual health in the South Asian communities remain. Further, those who break the silence and discuss HIV or STI are often found to be socially excluded or have problems in maintaining societal relationships [36]. This reluctance to discuss sexual health matters was identified as problematic in terms of accessing healthcare services. The construct of shame also plays an important part if an individual access prevention services, which may act as a public disclosure that they engage in some kind of stigmatised behaviour [36].

Psychological factors

The literature mentioned that despite the desire to integrate, living in ethnic enclaves generated feelings of isolation and frustration among the South Asian male population. For example, the data highlighted that South Asian men were either unsure about the sexual health services or felt not to be integrated in the health system completely. Despite their desire for integration, vulnerability amongst South Asian men was further complicated by their settlement experiences, social isolation, employment difficulties – thereby affecting them psychologically in choosing preventive care services by the sexual health clinics. One study explained that South Asian
participants viewed STIs and other sexual diseases as risky, but falsely believed that it is curable [37]. Much of the decision (for e.g. choice of treatment, deciding for any follow-up visits, and deciding upon which location for service to be chosen) was driven by how they had been treated in sexual health services in the past. Those who had negative histories were less willing to openly disclose their sexual status [38]. Likewise, some participants mentioned that tension and fear of being ostracized affected participants to avoid social interactions [39]. Consequently, such experiences influence help seeking from both health providers and friends and family, especially in the cases of HIV and STI. Moreover, South Asian male participants also mentioned that they faced additional burden of their residency status, which psychologically added more stress to them, especially when they shared information with the healthcare provider. The term ‘immigrant’ or ‘immigration’ was used against the participant seeking care, and sometimes the service was perceived to be discriminative [37]. Interestingly, one of the study participants mentioned that they were willing to overcome the discomfort of sexual health issues and would opt to share and talk to their children about HIV and STI, which was a positive sign in the research, as noted by the authors [37]. Decisions regarding overcoming the discomfort primarily stemmed due to psychological burden that these participants were said to have endured in accessing sexual health services, which they said they would like to address properly to their children, in order to overcome any sexual health service dilemma. In summary, data from these studies suggest South Asian male participants indicated that culture, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status affected them psychologically and emotionally and acted as a major barrier towards accessing health services and resources [38]. Furthermore, South Asian sentiments often caused less sexual health service utilization, as most participants believed there were health inequalities which made them critically reflect on their experiences with such services.

Sexual Health Service Accessibility

From the literature reviewed, the rate of accessing sexual health services had certain variabilities. South Asian men in two studies especially mentioned about variability in STI and HIV testing as some participants were testing regularly while others were not testing at all [40,41]. The participants said that they are less likely to have STI and HIV check-up than men of other ethnicities or backgrounds. For example, few participants said it was not necessary for them to have HIV/STI testing because of their sexual practices. Further, participants felt hospital walk-in
clinics seemed to be the least appealing places for accessing sexual health services, as they would have to provide a lot of personal information, especially if they have certain issues with their immigration status [39]. As for one study it was mentioned that South Asian men with longer length of stay in a particular community would opt for testing and screening of STI than the men who spent less time in a community [40], as it is related to the process of being acculturated with the host country. Likewise, it is also not uncommon for certain South Asian men to delay in accessing sexual healthcare due to the demands of daily living which affects timely care. Participants from this study by Kang et al. (2003) [38] mentioned that many of them received inadequate care from the private physicians mainly in terms of STI and HIV symptoms. They were treated for common cold or doing X-ray rather than performing any other diagnosis such as HIV-antibody testing or other STI screening.

From the literature reviewed, the factors underpinning the access of sexual health services also related to stigma, lack of information about service availability, language barriers, time constraints, unavailability of viable transport options, and with length of stay in a community [36,37,40,42]. Participants mentioned that stigma was not an isolated phenomenon but was central to the constitution of the social order, that often framed their overall accessibility to care. Without adequate knowledge or sharing of appropriate information, South Asian men were not able to assess the risk to realise the need for accessing sexual health services. In one study, social ties also influenced health accessibility for a person with limited social network and information sharing, and with sexual health complications it often created barriers towards accessing health services [42]. This in turn was also aggravated due to lack of affordable healthcare options stemming from their immigration status. Hence, participants described healthcare as a “privilege” and preventive care as “selfish” option, as they would have to sacrifice family member obligations towards healthcare over their own individual needs [42]. Among these male participants, some mentioned that despite being aware of their health needs, it was very common for them and their families to not seek care “until you are dying pretty much” (p.149) [42].

Moreover, language barriers tend to be most problematic as it prevented people from attending services or lead to misunderstandings or mistakes in the delivery of services [42]. Thus negative experiences in communication discouraged South Asian individuals from accessing services again, and often this feeling would pass onto others in the family or in the community. Likewise,
location of services, or difficulty in navigating through the community to avail sexual health service was also another reason for not accessing sexual health services on time. Participants mentioned about services which were embedded in the community that will make a better choice in accessing preventive care, since they felt limited acculturation with community may have affected in knowing places and in seeking care [43]. Hence, instead of formal healthcare services, the most common place to access healthcare information and advice was the Internet, (e.g. WebMD, Mayo Clinic), friends and family. Therefore, from the literature reviewed it was evident that South Asian male participants required further information about treatment options and also in navigating the sexual health service system, for effective treatment, diagnosis, and getting appropriate sexual health information. The participants said they also required a more inclusive community settlement package (e.g. orientation with community facilities, health education, etc.), and integrated health services within the close proximity of communities that would encourage South Asian men to access service delivery centres more often.

**Personal Beliefs and Patterns in Service Use**

From the literature it was interesting to note that personal beliefs attached to sexual diseases were a major concern in utilizing health services by the South Asian men [38,39,44]. Participants were concerned of information sharing or disclosure that would affect their service utilization. For South Asian male communities, a strong emphasis on public honour is what shapes their overall belief on sexual health which acts as the core framework for social control. Such control acts as the inability to openly discuss about sexual health matters, and often made it difficult for South Asian men to assess the accuracy of information. Participants also believed that as long as stigmatised behaviours (e.g. sexual practices outside marriage, sexual practices with another man, having sex without using condoms etc.) are not discussed and are concealed from the society, they can remain protected and differentiated against other mainstream society [44]. Participants mentioned such behaviours often create a barrier towards seeking proper information about sexual health which hinder overall service utilization. This was reflective on service utilization from one of the studies, where participants did not understand the relationship between HIV infection and AIDS disease, as well as the implications of STI [37]. From two studies, participants mentioned there was certain reluctance in knowledge sharing by some healthcare providers and for the male participants it was difficult to understand why these
providers behaved in a negative manner, especially when patients revealed their STI and HIV health status [38,40]. In terms of service utilization, participants expressed that their “need-to-know” nature was more related to learning things only when it was necessary, which often made them miss out a great deal on important information in a healthcare centre [38]. Participants also delayed utilizing screening and other medical services because of their non-English proficiency, immigration status, and some were reluctant to seek treatment if they did not meet the required criteria for health services. For example, if they would have to pay out-of-pocket for a service [39]. Further, lack of comfort talking to a doctor and a perception that sexual health problems are not of a medical nature, were also a few reasons for not utilizing proper medical check-up services by the South Asian men [42]. However, in another study, some South Asian participants mentioned that medical doctors were the most preferred source of information and help for sexual health, while the ethnicity and gender of the medical doctors was not important for majority of these male participants [42]. Amongst these male population who preferred to seek medical help from a general practitioner, a large portion preferred to seek it from their regular general practitioner [42]. Moreover, it was interesting to find that data from Sawleshwarkar et al. (2013) [41] study suggest that there is a need for public health and medical services, to consider the cultural diversities in the South Asian male population, and to design respective sexual health information accordingly. Therefore, our findings suggest that health service usage would require healthcare provider cultural competence in serving the South Asian male patients, creating opportunities for accurate health information for STI and HIV patients, and in increasing sexual health screening uptake for the community men. It is interesting to note that lower utilization due to laborious paperwork in claiming immigration status also made South Asian men ignore the health system completely.

**Social Perspectives and Conflicting Values on Sexual Health**

The social perspectives on sexual health varied which gave an overall understanding on how sexual health was viewed within the South Asian communities. Participants from three studies mentioned, that discrimination or the enacted stigma of STI and HIV was persistent among community men and women in general, while intergenerational communication about sexual health especially HIV was highly discouraged [36,38,44]. Participants further mentioned that stigma or the fear of stigma and its relationship with health services and resource often played an
important underlying factor in influencing and realizing one’s sense of self [38]. This process of social stigma was also aggravated by the location where the participants lived, conflicting values between family of the male populations, and regarding sexual health, and where to seek care from. Such as, sexual practice behaviour, values on consenting to screening for STI, and social identities of male participants influenced perceptions on sexuality and sexual health and in diagnosis or treatment. Such values often seemed to evoke a sense of threat along with the stigma, especially when South Asian men sought STI or HIV screening services, as the community believed the participants would eventually spread the infection within their communities [38]. Consequently, some participants tried to overcome the barriers of stigma by not using condoms as they believed and trusted more on their own body, that there would not be any contact of STI. They often exercised a sense of masculinity, believing that their body would be able to fight that kind of infection. This perception added to their own understanding and values of sexual health, driven from a societal viewpoint that, sexual matters should therefore be discussed with partners rather than with a medical health service provider [40,42]. Similar findings were also mentioned in the study by Ramanathan (2015) [44] and here place of residence, participant social networks, their memberships in various socio-cultural groups, relational behaviours, and factors like gender, race, and religion have influenced how South Asian men would acculturate in their host country. Consequently, it influenced their health and wellbeing and their overall access to and use of healthcare. The pattern of exposure to Western culture and differences in the values and opinions on sexuality and on sexual health was thought to impact the origins of culture for some South Asian men [44]. Such changes affected the participants and they often felt discriminated against being Asian, or South Asian and that their illness stigma was often driven by the responses from the broader society, family, peers, strangers and even health professionals [39]. Hence, it was evident in the literature that societal norms and conflicted beliefs negatively impacted South Asian male community in seeking the right kind of sexual healthcare needed. It was also evident that such conflicting values not only hindered access and utilization, but significantly shaped the overall perceptions of the South Asian communities, and how the South Asian men were less attentive towards seeking sexual health services.
Discussion

There is a paucity of research on South Asian male population in accessing to and utilization of sexual health services in the Western countries. Our research aim was to understand the contextual factors (e.g. cultural, physical, psychological, social) that influence this access and utilization of sexual health services. It was also to identify research agendas required to develop effective and inclusive sexual health programs for such community men. Considering the literature, we reviewed how accessibility, social perspectives on sexual health, conflicting beliefs on sexuality and health seeking behaviour, and lower utilization rates of sexual health services are related to the decision making of South Asian men. The literature suggests several known predisposing factors acting as barriers to care, with little guidance in navigating even a structured healthcare system, such as, lack of professional consensus regarding standards of care. Result findings also suggest that as men do receive the healthcare, quite often the services of STI care remain to be fragmented. Several aspects of this scoping review thus warrant further interventions in health systems service delivery setting, to improve the overall quality of care experience by the South Asian male populations.

Considering the barriers to access to care, previous studies have mentioned that men identified numerous attitudinal and institutional barriers for healthcare access, such as denial, fear of stigma, lack of culturally competent provider, lack of resources, lack of transportation, not knowing where to obtain treatment or prevention services, and lack of knowledge about the availability of reproductive health services for men [45,46,47]. The similarities lie with our findings in this review, where South Asian men described their barriers to accessing health services which were mostly related to provider behaviour, lack of understanding about sexual health matters, not knowing the availability of sexual health services, and in finding difficulties navigating the healthcare systems for availing a service. Therefore, locating sexual health resources with multipurpose service setting may provide a better means of utilization for such community men. Consequently, studies mentioned that community service centre might prove unpopular if clients encounter the risk of meeting with peers from the same community [18]. Hence, it is recommended for having drop-in spaces for sexual health information sharing, which can be done in a more informal and non-judgemental environment, while maintaining proper confidentiality of the male clients. Such as, in recent times, the field of “cultural competence” in
healthcare has come to government interest for the Western society, to address the factors that may contribute to racial/ethnic disparities in healthcare. Cultural competence in healthcare describes the ability of systems to provide care to patients with diverse values, beliefs, and behaviours, including tailoring delivery to meet patients’ social, cultural, and linguistic needs [48,49]. Hence more work can be done to include cultural competence into health service delivery policy as an important goal, funding regular staff training programs, offering patient navigators, expanding its relationships with community groups, and creating an environment that celebrates diversity (e.g. language capacity, how to address sexual orientation, etc.) [50,51].

It was also interesting to find that although service providers have training to neutralise vulnerable situations in sexual health complication for treating patients, patients tend to rely on their social context and personal experiences for clues about how to behave, and how to respond towards the service. This is reflective from studies where men often feel the pressure to avoid emotional expression, hide their weaknesses and vulnerability, and try to solve problems without requesting help from others [52]. This not only represent a socially constructed masculine practice, but also provides a way for men to deny and avoid their own fears about STIs and other sexual health complications [53]. The literature had similarity where the male participants often would not choose contraception methods and would believe more on their physical capacity and masculinity to overcome any sexual health problems.

From the literature reviewed, the South Asian male participants were more willing to seek health information from family, friends, and from other sources rather than seeking sexual health information from the formal healthcare provider. These findings do have certain similarities where feelings of inferiority or discomfort in a healthcare setting may be shaped by perceptions of unequal power dynamics between patients and health providers [54]. Moreover, public health experts also mentioned that sexual health service utilization should be more focused on the needs of male patients, and also to inform their friends, families, and communities of the importance of male reproductive health services [19]. But recent study in the United States showed that for sexually active men between the age of 15 and 19 years, 71 percent received a physical exam in the past year in the country, while only 36 percent discussed reproductive healthcare during the visit [54]. Therefore, the lack of sexual health service utilization is more coupled with
disengagement between male population discussing their sexual health problems and strong compliance from the health service provider (e.g. health providers not being culturally oriented to attend to patients). This phenomenon has been explained by Wright & Morgan, (1990) [55] as, “it is the physician who is in the position in labelling the patient as a ‘problem’” (p.957). While according to Donnelly et al., (2016) [36] it remains difficult to understand why certain healthcare providers would have negative attitude or behaviour towards patients who reveal their sexual identities, especially for HIV cases. However, studies also suggest that certain healthcare providers may not have had the opportunity to care for patients with STI or HIV cases throughout their careers, which may have caused an increased stigma in them, resulting in changes in their attitude towards their patients [56]. Therefore, it is highly essential to create a male-friendly environment and recruit providers and staff who would respect men with or without STI or HIV, regardless of age.

From the existing literature it can be concluded that, there is an increasing demand for a more patient-compliant health service setting for South Asian male communities, as many do not opt for availing formal sexual health services for screening and testing. Even from developed country perspectives, there remains a sense of vulnerability, lack of confidence in service provider, fear of disclosing health information, lack of awareness on the preventive measures and social norms, and traditional misconceptions on sexual health issues. Therefore, research should extend further on exploring the cultural competence and social implications between patient-provider interactions and how these patients can “step-up” to the access and utilization of sexual healthcare. Furthermore, sexual health education and promotion for South Asian men is a crucial process and would require appropriate locations for clinic or service promotion. These places could be in schools, malls, emergency rooms, parks, gas stations, convenient stores, community centres, movie theatres, religious centres, other clinics and even in gym. Research should also address the current conceptions of illness stigma in order to develop interventions and policies that will address this formidable barrier to sexual care.

Limitations

In conducting this scoping review, the study authors had to broaden the search question and expand the inclusion criteria to find ten studies that were relevant to the broad topic of South
Asian men access to and utilization of sexual health services. Although the concept of access and utilization was sought as a data collection point, and not being included as keywords in the search topic, the wide variation in research topics, methods, and quality, may make it difficult to combine the data of these studies to perform any meta-analysis [57]. Furthermore, this review may not have identified the grey literature despite attempts to be as comprehensive as possible. Our overall search strategy may have been biased towards health and sciences and searching other bibliographical databases (e.g. Google Scholar or Web of Science) may have yielded more published articles. We adopted Arksey and O’Malley’s definition for scoping reviews at the outset of the study and found that their simple definition was generally useful in guiding study selection. However, we encountered some challenges during study selection, with studies that also reported processes or definitions more typically associated with narrative or systematic reviews. For this scoping review, the pair of reviewers used their judgment to determine whether each article as a whole sufficiently met our study definition of a scoping review. Thus, the characterization and interpretation of the included studies may also be subject to reviewer bias.

Conclusion

This literature review identified possible gaps in access and utilization of sexual health services mainly in poor patient-provider interactions, strong cultural and social factors on patient care seeking behaviour, poor compliance in service delivery by formal healthcare providers, and psychological influences acting negatively in overall patient decision making. This scoping review further explained the urgent need of comprehensive research programs that engage South Asian male community to explore the conceptualization and understanding of sexual health, and also to gain more comprehensive learning about sexual healthcare services, to increase screening uptakes. By recognizing the complex interactions between social, structural, and individual-level determinants of health, health service setting can focus more on strengthening health communication and health promotion opportunities. Furthermore, healthcare providers should consider more on the individual and societal views, on sexual values and sexual practices, and to gain cultural competency that would promote sexual health services in communities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Database</th>
<th>Search Strategy</th>
<th>Search Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PubMed</td>
<td>(Sexual health OR sexually transmitted infections OR HIV OR AIDS OR sexual behaviour OR STDs OR venereal diseases OR Chlamydia OR Gonorrhea OR Syphilis OR Sexually transmitted disease OR sexual practices OR sexual behavior OR reproductive health OR reproductive health services OR sexuality OR HIV infections OR reproductive medicine OR genital disease, male OR sexual dysfunction) AND (immigrants OR refugee OR migrants OR emigrants OR immigration OR emigration) AND (Men OR Males OR boys OR fathers) AND (South Asian OR Asian OR indian OR Bangladesh OR Pakistan)</td>
<td>226 Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scopus</td>
<td>(“Sexual health” OR “sexually transmitted infection*” OR HIV OR AIDS OR “sexual behaviour” OR STD* OR</td>
<td>226 Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>Search Query</td>
<td>Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PsycINFO</td>
<td>“venereal disease*” OR Chlamydia OR Gonorrhea OR Syphilis OR “Sexually transmitted disease*” OR “sexual practices” OR “sexual behavior” OR “reproductive health” OR “reproductive health service*” OR sexuality OR HIV infections OR “reproductive medicine” OR “genital disease*” OR “sexual dysfunction”) AND (immigrant* OR refugee* OR migrant* OR emigrant* OR immigration OR emigration) AND (Men OR Males OR boys OR fathers) AND (“South Asian” OR Asian OR indian OR Bangladesh OR Pakistan) [in title, abstract and keywords]</td>
<td>94 Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PsycINFO</td>
<td>(Sexual health OR sexually transmitted infections OR HIV OR AIDS OR sexual behaviour OR STDs OR venereal diseases OR Chlamydia OR Gonorrhea OR Syphilis OR Sexually transmitted disease OR sexual practices OR sexual behavior OR reproductive health OR reproductive</td>
<td>94 Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociological Abstracts</td>
<td>(“Sexual health” OR “sexually transmitted infection*” OR HIV OR AIDS OR “sexual behaviour” OR STD* OR “venereal disease*” OR Chlamydia OR Gonorrhea OR Syphilis OR “Sexually transmitted disease*” OR “sexual practices” OR “sexual behavior” OR “reproductive health” OR “reproductive health service*” OR sexuality OR HIV infections OR “reproductive medicine” OR “genital disease*” OR “sexual dysfunction”) AND (immigrant* OR refugee* OR migrant* OR emigrant* OR Bangladeshi OR Pakistani) [in Any Field]</td>
<td>40 Articles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
immigration OR emigration) AND (Men OR Males OR boys OR fathers) AND ("South Asian" OR Asian OR indian OR Bangladesh OR Pakistan) [in document title, abstract and subject heading]

Table 4. Selected demographic and design details of the included studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Study/Article Purpose</th>
<th>Study Approach</th>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kang, 2013</td>
<td>The goal of the study was to understand factors that affect access to care among Asian undocumented immigrants living in HIV disease.</td>
<td>Qualitative research was performed. Data analysis was performed using the feminist participatory research and qualitative thematic analysis.</td>
<td>Sample was collected over 37 convenient sampling frames with 2-3 hours of semi-structured interview.</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly, 2016</td>
<td>The study aimed to explore how stigma was attached and</td>
<td>The study employed a community based participatory research</td>
<td>A total of 33 individuals participated in focus group discussions. Five</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
experienced by people from marginalized immigrant communities with HIV and the barriers and facilitators in the utilization of resources and services in the Greater Vancouver Area. framework to facilitate the sharing of experience, responsibilities and ownership of information focus groups were performed, and each group had three to eight participants.

<p>| Mansard, 2008 | The aim of the cross-sectional descriptive study was to evaluate some epidemiological aspects and main public health issues of communicable diseases with risk of transmission in the European countries. Quantitative cross-sectional survey was performed | Samples were taken from number of immigrants who attended for the first time for screening of tropical and communicable disease. Total number of patients were 2464. | Eastern Europe |
| Neville, 2016 | The article aimed to identify some the ways men of South Asian and A qualitative descriptive research design was used for this study. | 44 participants were interviewed. Equal number of men who | New Zealand |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Study Title</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Chinese origin talked about and understand issues related to HIV/STI and health promotion, as well as highlighting some of this group’s health-promoting behaviours.</td>
<td>quantitative online survey method was used between December 2010 and August 2011.</td>
<td>moved to New Zealand within the last 5 years and those who were either born in New Zealand or moved to New Zealand more than 5 years ago were considered for the study.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramanathan, 2015</td>
<td>The study explored the three dimensions of behaviour, values and identity of Indian immigrants to understand how acculturation was shaped which influenced decision making.</td>
<td>quantitative online survey method was used between December 2010 and August 2011.</td>
<td>Participants were recruited from both paid advertisements and from local media sources. Altogether 278 men took part in the online survey.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>The purpose of the study was to explore the help-seeking attitudes for sexual health service</td>
<td>The study employed a mixed methodology, a sequential exploratory design involving</td>
<td>A total of five focus group discussions with 25 South Asian men were held in late 2008</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Reference</td>
<td>Study Objective</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Case Description</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawleshwarkar, 2013</td>
<td>The study aimed to investigate whether there were any significant differences between Indian-born and Australian-born counterparts attending sexual health clinic in Western Sydney.</td>
<td>A retrospective cross-sectional study was conducted.</td>
<td>Cases were Indian-born patients whereas gender-matched controls were attendees born in Australia who attended the sexual health clinic. Altogether 166 records were considered for analysis.</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudhinaraset, 2017</td>
<td>The aim of the study was to examine the social and community contexts of Asian and Pacific Islanders that influence their health.</td>
<td>Using the social capital theory, qualitative research study was performed.</td>
<td>Four focus group discussions and 24 in-depth interviews were conducted through a purposive sampling frame.</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vlassoff, 2011</td>
<td>The objective of the study was to explore the nature of HIV-related</td>
<td>Qualitative research methodology was chosen to explore the</td>
<td>Focus group discussions were performed and a total of four focus</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Study Description</td>
<td>Recruitment Method</td>
<td>Data Collection Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Zhou</td>
<td>The paper aimed to present a more contextualized understanding of individual’s understandings of, perceptions about, and responses to HIV risk in their post-immigration lives.</td>
<td>27 participants were recruited through multiple networks in Indian immigrant communities. The data was collected through semi-structured in-depth interviews.</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Qualitative research method was used to explore the contextual nature of the data.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

While most performance judgements are value-relative, in health systems reform it is important to focus on intermediate performance measures like healthcare access, quality of care and efficiency in healthcare on health status of population, the satisfaction of patients, and the degree to which services are made equitable. However, to date these concepts are not well-defined, remain fairly ambiguous and, consequently, are also not well-measured. Therefore, such concepts do not provide sufficient information to inform changes to the health system that may improve population level outcomes related to structural factors. Our paper provides a more conceptual clarification on how these three intermediate variables may shape assessments in health system performance, while drawing from the Canadian healthcare system performance gaps and placing them as evidence. We found an immediate need for patient-centred outcome measures in service and clinical quality instead of surrogate outcome measures, need for improved measures on the rate of service utilization such as in terms of service orientation and patient satisfaction, and a need for more robust approach in measuring allocative efficiency in healthcare to be the key areas of strengthening performance assessments.

Keywords: Canada; healthcare and policy; healthcare access; healthcare outcome indicators; quality of care.
Introduction

The pursuit of equity or fairness is a central objective of many health systems and reflects concerns with the distribution of the burden of ill health across the population [1]. In order to ensure the quality of health services, population health has been measured extensively both internationally and regionally [2]. These measures focused on standardized mortality rates, life expectancy and adjusted for rates of disability in the form of disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) [2]. However, even though they are informative, it is somewhat difficult to assess the extent to which variations in health outcomes can be attributed to the health system [3]. Therefore, in order to inform health system responsiveness, it is important that performance measures reflect the role health sector plays in population health outcomes [4]. This requires an understanding of the connection between the health sector in general, and judgements about its performance, and the larger social and economic systems. It is also important to focus on the structural features of the health care system, including variables that are indicators of ‘access’, ‘quality’ and ‘efficiency’, which are referred to as ‘intermediate performance measures’ [3]. Such characteristics of the system help to understand the level of service delivery performance on health system goals. However, to date these concepts are not well-defined, remain fairly ambiguous and, consequently, are also not well-measured. Therefore, such concepts do not provide sufficient information to inform changes to the health system that may improve population level outcomes related to structural factors [3]. Further, it is important to learn about these concepts relevant to better measures in health system performance. In this viewpoint, this paper argues and provides some conceptual clarification on the terms of healthcare access, quality of care and healthcare efficiency that might guide the development of measures, or mapping of existing indicators or measures, in healthcare performance for equitable care, while giving emphasis on the gaps as evidence from the Canadian healthcare system.

Discussion

Healthcare access

Access to healthcare is central to the performance of healthcare systems around the world [5]. However, access to healthcare remains a complex notion as different authors describe it differently [6–7]. As explained by Levesque et al. (2013), the term ‘access’ is defined as the use
of health care, qualified by need for care [8]. Penchansky (1981) [5] described access in terms of the fit between the characteristics of providers in the health services and the characteristics and expectations of the clients. In this view, access to healthcare is a product of supply factors, such as the location, availability, cost, and appropriateness of services. It is also a product of demand factors, such as the burden of disease and knowledge, attitudes, and skills, self-care practices, past experience with health care, perceived quality of care, health literacy or the ability to pay [9]. Therefore, access can be seen in two separate ways- the physical availability of services (e.g. beds, doctors, nurses) or effective accessibility (e.g. cost, travel times, service levels, waiting times, cultural acceptability) [3]. While it is not easy to collect information on the latter, the term ‘access’ is often used to refer to utilization of service [3]. That is, although various indicators of access might be measured, it is utilization that is observed [10]. Thus, the focus of access studies is mostly related to the rates at which health services are actually used or how satisfactory consumers perceive their care to be, which is often not considered in measures of access [11].

Aday and Andersen (1974) suggest that a distinction must be made between ‘having access’ and ‘gaining access’ – the possibility of using a service if required and the actual use of a service [9–11]. Thus, access is viewed from a broader perspective by Levesque (2013) [8] while describing these determinants of access as: 1) approachability of healthcare needs; 2) acceptability of professional values, norms, culture; 3) availability and accommodation relating to geographic location and appointment mechanisms; 4) affordability such as the direct, indirect and opportunity costs involved; 5) appropriateness regarding interpersonal quality and coordination. Through these approaches, patients go through various stages to access services and is therefore defined heavily as an attribute of services, thereby making it to be more patient-centred [12]. Although Aday and Anderson described access in terms of ‘utilization of services’, for Canada Health Act (CHA) it is mostly related to responding only to needs of health care services [13]. To elucidate, the Federal Government of Canada focuses on utilization mainly in terms of ‘necessary hospital and physician services’, meaning that services should be shared to meet the expectations of equal use for equal needs [13]. This implies to equal health coverage, fair distribution of resources throughout the country, and removing geographic and other barriers to access [12]. However, little attention has actually been paid to the distribution of resource needs of healthcare services within populations [14]. Hence, the policies emerging from the CHA are
less focused on promoting equal use for equal needs, but more with equal access to services across populations heterogenous in their ability to pay [13]. In a longitudinal study of the National Population Health Survey in Canada, Setia et al. (2011) found that there were unmet healthcare needs among younger men and women, and a significant trend for higher odds of unmet healthcare needs with decreasing income in both these genders [15]. Literature suggest that having a regular doctor increases the ‘potential healthcare access’ and those who have regular doctor are more likely to access care [16]. However, Veugelers (2003) [17] found that specialist services were less used by lower socio-economic groups in Canada, and services are not equitably distributed to this group despite the existence of universal health coverage. Further, the Canadian Institute of Health Information provides series of composite health indicators which focus mainly on the provider level for hospital performance. Consequently, these indicators tend to over-represent inpatient and preventive services, and under-represent ambulatory care and other interventional procedures [1–2]. Therefore, performance measures for access would have to be more patient-centered and as Donabedian (1972) [18] explained that ‘proof of access is use of service, not simply the presence of a facility’, it can be measured in terms of actual utilization of health care and from the level of satisfaction (e.g., how accessible and service-oriented is the care process).

Quality of care

Quality of care is sometimes defined from the patient’s point of view and sometimes from the perspective of the doctor [3]. More inclusive service judgements make quality of care divided into two separate categories. Service quality is considered in terms of travel and waiting times, interpersonal relationships with the provider such as care, respect, and politeness, while clinical quality is related to human inputs such as skills and decision-making, non-human inputs such as equipment and supplies and the production system [3–4, 6].

Considering the United States healthcare system, quality is often associated with price for availing health services. However, the United States, while having the world’s most expensive healthcare system, also has poor patient outcomes [19]. In Canada, the increased use of family physician and hospital services in lower socioeconomic groups seem to correspond to the higher
healthcare need to utilize services resulting from their poorer health [17]. However, studies in Canada do not explicitly analyse the interactions of these higher needs for healthcare with other explanatory variables such as cost, income, or quality of care [13]. For example, the Commonwealth Fund survey found that 25% of Canadians reported waiting longer than 8 weeks to see a specialist, compared with just 3% in Switzerland and the United States, and between 10% and 20% in most other high-income countries [20]. While this is even more complex when analyzing the health systems country-wide and also within provinces in Canada due to geographic make up or remoteness [21]. Therefore, quality measures in Canada may consider on approaches that would bring better evidence to ensure system performance [22]. Instead of surrogate outcome measures (e.g. clinical over-testing or over-medication as indicators of quality outcome measure), a patient-centeredness approach (e.g., outcomes that reflect on experiences and satisfaction) or instead of binary (cut-off) thresholds of risk (e.g., blood pressure or haemoglobin A1c) a more continuous measures of risk (e.g., use of Global Outcome Scores for aggregates risk measures) would be more feasible in quality improvement in healthcare [22].

Quality measures should also focus on meaningful health outcomes in Canada as well, and measures that address social determinants, multimorbidity or individualized care should be some thoughtful approaches as they may provide broader knowledge on quality of care from individual perspectives [23]. For example, Self-Assessed Health (SAH) status or self-reported health questionnaire focus on perceived health status of a patient and are often included in general socio-economic and health surveys which is a measure of socio-economic inequalities in health, and also reflect on quality of health outcomes [1, 24, 25]. Hence, even for a system that is efficient in producing quality, the question remains how much quality and along what dimensions will maximize society's ability to achieve its overall health goals.

Healthcare service efficiency

The concept of efficiency is usually applied when considering the relative performance of organizations within a health system. Healthcare system efficiency is categorised as how services are produced and what services are produced [3]. The first of these is the technical efficiency, referring to a situation in which a good or a service is produced at minimum cost. For example, is
the cost-per-day at the hospital as low as possible or are as many patients are being treated within a given budget? [3]. The second form of efficiency is allocative efficiency, which refers to the maximum level of output that can be produced assuming the cheapest mix of inputs within a limited budget. For example, whether a set of outputs can maximise patient satisfaction [1]. Thus, in health systems it is often common to ask whether a particular set of services is maximising health status gains. If output growth increases than the inputs in health care, it is then a sign of improved productivity as efficiency increases [3].

The annual spending in Canadian health care system in 2013 was 11.2% in comparison to 7% in 1975 while many key indicators have improved the health status at a faster pace in this time period [26, 27]. With increased health expenditure a recent public survey by Environics Research in 2011 placed more priority on efficiency for health systems reform in Canada [26]. However, to date, and as explained by the Ontario Ministry of Finance, little or no attempt has been made to measure systematically what expenditures buy in the Canadian healthcare system, nor to identify factors associated with higher levels of efficiency and have limited influence on decision-makers for strong health system reforms [26, 28, 29]. Moreover, variations in the population health of regions may explain variations in the efficiency, as different health researchers use different output indicators (e.g., potential years of life lost or disability adjusted life years) as measures for the inputs given (such as, dollar value spent on major components in healthcare in Canada like physician payment, pharmaceutical spending, cost of residential facilities and community care) [26]. As few international studies included Canada in a comparative analysis for health care efficiency, a recent OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) study found the level of health system inefficiency in Canada to be 20% [28]. We agree with Allin et al. (2015) who confirmed that, the focus should be in investments towards primary care rather than specialized care, thereby increasing healthcare efficiency and equity for the lower income brackets [26]. Thus, we think a diversity of interventions on healthcare services, health promotion and disease prevention, and broader determinants of health is required to improve efficiency [21, 22, 26]. For a healthcare system, the efficiency is determined as whether technical and allocative efficiency allows a society to reach its minimum health goals. Therefore, as studies suggest, increasing efficiency can actually advance equity by making health care less costly to reach equity objectives [3].
The way forward

In Canada, the national family expenditure surveys between 1964 and 1982 showed that in terms of dollar value and as a share of total income, the rich in comparison to the poor spent more on health care and in 1964 the affluent families spent 4.5 times more on healthcare [30]. While although this ratio dropped in 1982, the relative burden remained consistently higher for the lower income population than for the rich, as majority of the family income was spent on out-of-pocket payment expenses, such as, dental care, drugs, and other appliances [30, 31]. Further, national health insurance in Canada has done little to modify the long-term regressive trends in the purchasing of uninsured health care services [17].

As we mentioned earlier, for equity or fairness to be a central objective of health systems, it is frequently observed that physicians and provider organizations treat patients with significant differences in their severity of disease, socio-economic status, behaviours related to health and patterns of compliance with treatment recommendations [1]. These differences make it difficult to draw direct performance comparisons and pose considerable challenges for developing accurate performance measures [1]. Hence, moving forward, our question remains as what improvements in health-sector performance are most important for all consumers which, according to Levesque et al. (2013), is the combination of characteristics of services, providers and systems that are aligned with people, and community capabilities [3, 8]. In terms of quality of care, clinicians and organizations often try ‘gaming the system’ i.e. providing disproportionate care to patients who are barely in the “wrong” end of their treatment line [22]. For example, performing over-testing such as repeated colon cancer screening; or overmedication such as, use of anti-hyperglycemic medications but not metformin to reduce HgbA1c levels in type 2 diabetes, despite limited evidence of benefit [22]. Thus, as mentioned by Mechanic (1976) [32], it is often the physicians rather than the consumers who make the decision of what services should be purchased. Therefore, another way forward is to give importance towards patient-centeredness such as, patient satisfaction should be ensured in quality measures as it evaluates the ‘success’ of the medical services in achieving their curative and caring objectives [9, 22]. At times performance assessment of allocative efficiency focus on treating patients with their
willingness to pay to specific kind of treatment. However, the cost-effectiveness to care will diminish as cost per case increases. Then rather than a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ issue of a specific intervention, such as dialysis treatment, the question then remains as, for ‘how long’ will a dialysis treatment be given and to which patient [3]. Thus, one way of further shaping performance assessment should be by creating ‘ethical benchmarking’, meaning comparing national performance (variables like access, quality, and efficiency) with various standards to see where performance in healthcare is inadequate and potentially improvable [3]. As the populations have now become more diverse in recent years, fulfilling the priorities of regions and special cultural and national groups in Canada has become the dominant issue on the national legislative agenda [31].

Conclusion

In conclusion, although indicators are available for performance assessment in health systems, there is always a need to understand the variabilities in supply and demand side factors and its influence in patients’ characteristics. To our understanding, there still remains lack of information on the causes of inequities in access to healthcare which continues to pose challenge in policy-directives. This maybe a fact that causes are multifaceted, and that a single attributable factor (e.g., social class) is hard to acknowledge. However, we understand from evidence that by focusing more on the principles of patient-centeredness and evidence-based interventions on self-assessed healthcare needs, possible concerns of misusing health system performance may be minimised. In sum, healthcare performance measures like access to care, efficiency and quality of care in Canada should also focus on assessing overall productivity in care outcomes and on improving quality of life of patients. Furthermore, we believe healthcare delivery in Canada can be addressed in ways which are policy-informing, and by considering the variations in utilization in healthcare it is imperative that the policy variable of interest should earnestly focus on the case of population characteristics and on their particular healthcare needs.
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Abstract

Introduction: South Asian communities comprise one of the fastest-growing populations in Canada. However, the sexual health of South Asian immigrant men, in particular, remains vastly understudied in high-income economy countries, and little is known about how and if men access these services. Objectives: This study aimed to explore contextual factors (e.g. cultural, psychological, social) influencing the accessibility (actual and/or perceived) and utilization of sexual health services by South Asian men in Canada. Methods: An interpretive description (ID) research methodology was used to concurrently collect and analyze data in Ontario. The overall analysis followed Braun and Clarke's guidelines for thematic analysis. Eighteen semi-structured interviews were conducted between May – July 2021 with South Asian-born immigrant men between the age range of 20-45 years Results: We found sexual health is perceived negatively by some South Asian men and limited sexual health information was said to exist within the community. Furthermore, the perceived severity of sexual illness also influenced sexual health service access. Participants also mentioned sexual health as taboo, the social nature of sex positivity and sex-negativity and that men share sexual health information with only trusted sources (e.g. friends and family). Our participants also mentioned that sexual health information was shared more openly by following a lifestyle that normalizes sexual health discussions rather than South Asian cultural norms. Findings further suggest South Asian mens’ culture influences their perceptions of sexual health and overall access to care which they often think to be an optional service. For example, gender stereotypes about men within the South Asian cultures can influence sexual health-seeking behaviours among men. Conclusion: This study provides insight into the contextual factors shaping the access and utilization by these men – these data may be used to inform efforts to increase service utilization.

Key Words: sexual healthcare; South Asian immigrant men; access to healthcare; sexual health of men; utilization of sexual health; men’s health in Ontario; Canada.
Introduction

South Asia is one of the major demographic regions from which people have migrated to high-income countries to settle temporarily or live permanently[1]. According to the literature a ‘South Asian’ is an individual who self-identifies as having ancestry relations and/or that originates in South Asia, including an individual reporting his/her origin as Bangladeshi, Bengali, East Indian, Goan, Gujrati, Kashmiri, Pakistani, Punjabi, Nepali, Sinhalese, Sri Lankan, Tamil, or South Asian[2]. Migration patterns in high-income countries (i.e. according to the World Bank, countries having a high-income economy and a gross national income per capita of more than $12,000)[3] have changed considerably in the past few decades, with a greater proportion of migrants being from Asia, and particularly, South Asia. For example, patterns of immigration in a high-income economy country like Canada have changed from the 1970s, where migrants were primarily from Europe (70% or more), with Asian migrants making up only 10%; however, as of 2013 European migrants only accounted for 17% while Asian population migration increased to 52%[4][5]. It is projected that by 2031, 55% of Canada’s foreign-born population will report origins in South Asia[6].

Although the literature has mentioned that there is a range of healthcare services that are available to immigrants, sexual health remains neglected, though an important and critical domain[7][8][9]. According to the literature, sexual health services include education about sexual health, diagnosis and testing of sexually transmitted infections (STIs), treatment and follow-up services for STIs, and reproductive healthcare services[10]. However, the literature suggests that in many high-income countries, there is limited research that has focused particularly on South Asian immigrant health, and consequently how to develop effective services for these populations[9]. It is well established that women have been the focus of sexual health services for access to sexual healthcare services to have safe pregnancies and healthy children[11]. Indeed, although pregnancy and sexual illness involve both men and women, most sexual health programs prioritize women and overlook the sexual healthcare needs of men[10][12]. Literature suggests that despite a steady rise in cases of sexual illness in Canada, there is little data available to explain infection rates among South Asian men[12]. Rather,
studies have found that men often delay in accessing health care services for their sexual health illnesses [13][14]. Studies have also found that men may delay seeking services because they are not planning to be sexually active, or may think it is unmanly to seek help unless they have a sexual health problem, such as STI cases[15][16]. Below we provide a brief background regarding sexual healthcare services in Ontario and Canada, clinical and health promotion best practices in place, and what is known about the contextual factors that might shape sexual health service use by South Asian men in Canada.

Background

Sexual health in Ontario and Canada

In a broader context of understanding how South Asians use sexual health services, it is important to know what exactly sexual health means. The definition of sexual health mainly includes: (1) being knowledgeable about reproductive health, (2) being able to make informed choices about parenthood and sexuality, and (3) being comfortable with one’s sexuality. However, the concept of sexual health also varies for certain individuals in terms of the uniqueness of sexual experiences, needs and identities[17][18]. In Ontario, sexual health clinics are staffed by physicians, nurses and nurse practitioners to offer free and confidential clinical services. Sexual health services in Ontario usually comprise of: birth control counselling; free confidential sexually transmitted infections (STI) testing and treatment; anonymous HIV testing and HIV/AIDS programs; immunizations for hepatitis A and B and HPV vaccine; pap testing; urine pregnancy testing; low-cost birth control; needle exchange programs[19]. In addition, it has been mentioned by the Government of Ontario that Canadians can use these services when they need confidential counselling or need help with sexual health issues, require diagnosis and treatment of STIs or if they do not have Ontario health insurance[19]. Furthermore, sexual health services are made available in public health units, community healthcare centres, stand-alone clinics in the community, or on any college or university campuses[19]. Apart from the clinical services, a greater part of sexual health education in Canada is also focused on prevention and health promotion[20]. To elucidate, the overall health promotion on sexual health includes a key component of taking preventative measures. Hence, sexually transmitted and blood-borne
infection (STBBI) prevention guides in Canada include: primary and secondary prevention (e.g. assessing and discussing the risk of STBBI, educating people about signs and symptoms of STBBIs, offering vaccination for STBBIs when indicated, offering STBBI screening and testing, treatment and follow-up), sexual health assessment (i.e. physical examination, pre or post-test counselling, reproductive health consultations), and etiology-specific guides (e.g. suppressive therapy and prophylaxis, antimicrobial resistance treatment, co-infection management, a test of cure and follow-up)[21][22]. Furthermore, comprehensive sexual health education as an educational and policy framework is also seen as a holistic approach, that views sexual health as an intersectional site, influenced by physiological, relational, emotional, social, political and cultural dimensions of health[23].[24]. In this context, health promotion for sexual health includes harm reduction initiatives, access to new vaccines and pre-exposure prophylaxis, and gender-responsive sexual health information [22]. However, sexually transmitted infections (STIs) continue to be a significant and ever-increasing public health concern in Canada[25]. Literature indicates an alarming gap in the sexual health knowledge of youth in Canada, while sexual health services should meet the needs of diverse populations in Ontario[26].

**Sexual health service accessibility and barriers to use**

There is reported variability in sexual health service use (e.g. STI diagnosis, accessing health information, treatment and follow-up visits) by South Asian men in high-income economy countries and while some men are testing regularly for sexual health illnesses, others are not testing at all as a result of lack of awareness of sexual healthcare services and poor health literacy[27][28]. It has been reported further, that even when healthcare services are available for immigrant populations, there is limited research to understand if and how new immigrants utilize sexual healthcare services in Canada, the location of the present research[29]. What is known is that South Asian men often feel they don't need to have sexual health diagnostics as they believe their sexual practices to be safe[30][31]. Other documented factors influencing access to sexual health services include cultural stigma, provider attitude, lack of information or misinformation about service availability, language barriers, time constraints, unavailability of viable transport options, and length of stay in a community[32][33][27][34]. For example, among men in Canada, misinformation relates to testing procedures for STI diagnosis, such that the assumption
is that Pap tests also test for all STIs, or that STI testing for men involves a painful urethral swab[35][36].

In addition, recent reports suggest that without adequate knowledge, South Asian men are not aware of the services available during sexual health illness[21][27]. Furthermore, the stigma of sexual health among men and women and confidentiality issues are additional concerns regarding utilizing sexual health services [26]. For example, in 2009, 27% of surveyed Toronto youth feared they would be judged or subjected to embarrassment if they accessed sexual health services[37]. Research in British Columbia also found that privacy concerns, inaccessible clinic hours, clinic décor, and perceived homophobia were barriers to testing for some young men and women[35]. Also, while many healthcare service provisions follow the high-income economy, Western country models of sexual healthcare service system, these services may not meet the healthcare needs of South Asian communities, such as, South Asian men or women do not want to follow the prescribed Western biomedicine or access healthcare services in general, since their lives are shaped by entirely different social and cultural norms[38]. In addition, the literature suggests that ethnocultural communities in Canada remain disproportionately affected by sexually transmitted and blood-borne infections[39]. For example, while being from an ethnocultural community in itself is not a risk factor for sexual illness, multiple factors shape individual experiences of health and illness, such as factors related to varying degrees of homophobia, social support networks, socioeconomic status, sex and gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, immigration, health beliefs and personal health practices[39]. Therefore, more attention is needed on resources or materials used to promote sexual health, particularly for South Asian men, all the while giving attention to understanding factors that can influence their access to and utilization of sexual health services in Ontario.

South Asian gender roles and sexual health

To begin this section, it is important to identify that in the literature sex refers to the biological state of being male or female, and gender is defined as the social and cultural norms, roles, attributes, and behaviours that a society considers appropriate for men and women or boys and girls[40]. However, other studies also argue that dichotomizing between sex and/or gender may
not always be particularly useful as they fail to reflect the diversity between different groups of women and men or open the possibility of examining different types of population groups[41]. In such context, the recognition of diversity in gender and health literature is exemplified in the growing flexible nature of the terms sex and gender, acknowledgement of the differences among women and men, and the recognition of gender as a social location and determinant of health[41]. Hence, gender, as a social and cultural construct, shapes relationships, behaviours, relative power and other traits that societies ascribe to men or women, and people of gender diversities[42][43]. As such, gender is an important variable when considering sexual health which ultimately influences health-seeking behaviour [44][45]. Gender is viewed as the central organizer of sexual behaviour that is also influenced by all other social and cultural factors. Therefore, sexual behaviour is viewed in light of gendered sexual scripts that vary historically across cultures[46][47][48][49]. In addition, gender often intersects with race, age and sexual orientation that may also influence how sexuality is expressed or experienced[50]. For example, studies provide evidence that South Asian new Canadian settlers living in high-income societies undergo the process of adaptation of host country cultures and traditions while trying to retain their patriarchal traditions[51][52][53]. While sexual orientation and gender identity expression often appear to be essential in social determinants of health, like heterosexual South Asian men, homosexual (e.g. LGBT) populations are also at higher risk for becoming infected with HIV and other sexually transmitted infections and have common sexual healthcare needs in Canada, including having difficulty in navigating or accessing health care and bad experiences with inadequately trained health professionals[54]. However, in literature reviews, it is quite often a formal effort to define a South Asian community on a confusing array of ethnic, linguistic as well as national markers[55]. But the term South Asian should not be used as a collective identifier especially considering the diversity of experiences captured under the term ‘South Asian’; it is important to be mindful of the social and spatial complexities embedded within South Asian communities[55]. In addition, South Asian communities differ in terms of cultural norms, values, health and behavioural practices[32]. For example, the patriarchal roles within certain South Asian communities, such as Nepalese communities, may have specific gender roles that influence Nepalese men’s overall sexual health decisions[56]. For example, various ethnic traditions (e.g. Dali, Terai, Chhetri/Brahmin, Janajati) and the religion of Nepalese men have a strong influence on male gender roles and sexual behaviour through cultural beliefs and
practices, such as the cultural scripts that impact their age at first sexual intercourse, marital status, lifestyle patterns and access to health information and services[57]. Likewise, other unique aspects of South Asian communities that shape their gender roles include their ethnic identity, religious status (e.g. South Asians vary in religious practices as Sikh, Hindu, Muslims, Buddhists), social cohesion, familial ties, regional and class-based group interactions[55].

The cultural scripts of South Asian gender roles are therefore unique, as other Canadian-born youths perceive sexual health differently[58]. In health research, it is important to recognize the diversity embedded within South Asian communities, as the Canadian census data include information about South Asian communities as a whole, but obscures the diversity among several South Asian groups [59]. Therefore, it is important to acknowledge that issues related to gender norms among different South Asian communities can vary and may further act as a primary force in constructing different beliefs and practices among South Asian men and women thereby influencing access to and utilization of healthcare services[60]. Consequently, it is important to explore if and how gender roles further influence access and utilization of sexual health services among South Asian immigrant men residing in Canada.

Cultural and psychological influences on sexual health

The cultural construction of honour and shame can be seen as an influential factor in shaping the overall understanding of sexual health amongst South Asian men[32]. Culture is defined as a “repertoire of socially transmitted and intergenerationally generated ideas about how to live and make judgements, both in general terms and in regards to specific domains of life”(p.208)[61]. Likewise, for South Asian men, culture is an important factor shaping the way men perceive sexual health and how they discuss these topics within the South Asian communities[62]. In addition, it has been reported that conflicts between the cultural and traditional values regarding sexual health within some South Asian communities remain. For example, those who break the silence and discuss HIV or STI and sexual health matters are often found to be socially excluded or have problems in maintaining societal relationships[32]. Studies also highlight that despite the desire to integrate, living in ethnic enclaves often isolates South Asians to the extent that they may not feel integrated within the sexual health service system[62][63]. Previous literature also
suggests that culture, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status affect South Asian men psychologically and emotionally, which may hinder accessing health services and resources[63]. In addition, poor patient-provider interactions and a perception that sexual health problems are not medical issues may also be reasons for not utilizing proper medical check-up services by the South Asian men[28]. For example, research suggests that men who reported negative prior experiences were less willing to openly disclose their sexual status to healthcare providers[33]. Therefore, both cultural and psychological factors may influence South Asian immigrant men’s sexual health service use.

The aforementioned literature suggests that a lack of sexual health knowledge and education among some immigrant South Asian men, and a lack of support and uncertainty experienced in interactions with service providers may play a role in South Asian men's access and utilization of sexual health services, though this remains an understudied area of focus. Furthermore, while the South Asian population is growing, we know little about how to create services/promotional material that is responsive to contextual factors shaping service access and use. It is therefore important to learn more about the overall sexual health service experiences of South Asian men who identify as immigrants/newcomers to Canada. As a result, this study aimed to explore the contextual factors (e.g. cultural, psychological, social) influencing overall accessibility (actual and/or perceived) and utilization of sexual health services by South Asian men in Canada.

Methods

Study Context and Participant Selection

This study was conducted in Ontario, Canada, a region with increased migration of individuals from South and East Asian communities between May to July 2021[64][65][66]. Even though in Canada it is recommended that sexually active men and women should go for regular sexual health checkups, South Asian sexually active men between the age ranges of 20-45 years old have been cited in Canada to have high rates of STIs[67]. Hence, we selected South Asian men between the age ranges of 20-45 years for our interviews who have recently immigrated to Canada. According to Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) an immigrant is any individual living in Canada who was born outside of Canada [68]. Participants were selected
as: (1) South Asian immigrant men living in Canada (2) South Asian immigrant men who are living in Canada for at least one year and currently residing in Ontario. In addition, the overall selection of users and non-users of the health care services in Ontario was also a part of our sample characteristics. Specifically, participants were also selected based on users of independent practice clinics (e.g. independent family doctor clinics, family health teams), community health centers, health facilities offered by any non-government organizations, and emergency rooms of a public/private hospital. We also interviewed participants who did not use sexual healthcare services. Men who had engaged with services were included as participants given that we wanted to understand their perspectives or experiences with barriers to care but also to identify the factors that enabled them to use services. This would allow us to not only identify barriers but also means to overcome these barriers and increase service uptake by men in Canada. In addition, it was important to include further categories to get a broader understanding of the participants who have not yet used sexual healthcare services after immigrating to Canada, to gain further insights on their perspectives about access to and utilization of sexual healthcare services. However, no discernable differences as they relate to the study aim were noted from the participant groups. Participants were recruited through ads on social media platforms, non-government websites, organization e-newsletters, poster distribution within several non-government organizations. Interested participants contacted the first author by email, and screening was conducted by email or telephone.

Data Collection and Analysis

In total, 18 semi-structured telephone interviews were conducted, and the interview guide was tailored to elicit insights related to access to and utilization of sexual health services. All potential participants had the opportunity to read the study information letter before consenting to participate in the interview process. Some of the key questions to our participants included practices or beliefs about sexual health issues in South Asian cultures; South Asian men’s education (formal or otherwise) about sexual health, sexual practices, and related changes in beliefs about sexual health after coming to Canada; if participants have had experiences in Canada with programs, services or services providers related to sexual health issues; and concerning factor for men’s sexual health and any recommendations or suggestions they had to
share about Canadian sexual health service system. Detailed field notes were made for each interview, and verbatim transcripts were coded by the research team. Interviews and discussions were facilitated by the first author, a South Asian male researcher, in English. Even though participants had the option to speak in their native language (i.e. Bangla, Hindi or Urdu and the South Asian male researcher spoke all three languages), all participants who did not have English as their native language, were fluent in spoken English, and all preferred conversing in the English language. Each participant transcript was de-identified and pseudonyms were provided to ensure the anonymity of the data obtained.

Our analytic approach was informed by interpretive description (ID) [69] which formed the foundation for data analysis in this qualitative research. ID is used for constructivist and naturalistic orientation of inquiry by adopting an inductive, constant-comparative approach to analyzing qualitative data [70][71]. As this methodology provides a structure for qualitative studies of clinical phenomena of interest for health professions, it, therefore, fits with our study aim. Since ID is relatively a new methodology in qualitative research [52], researchers using ID have a limited number of resources to turn to for further guidance regarding this methodology [52][54]. Therefore, to enact an ID that is potentially applicable in the practical science of the discipline, our research also made use of the Braun and Clarke (2006) [72] guidelines for thematic analysis.

The analytic process is characterized by a concurrent and responsive relationship between data collection and analysis through a constant comparative method[71]. We focused on broad questions to apprehend the overall picture of the research data through the overly-detailed line-by-line coding[70]. Reflective memos were used for reflexivity and to write down the researcher’s perspectives on individual interviews. The adequate density of data was reached when no new significant data were emerging to deepen the understanding of the phenomenon[71][73]. Following Braun and Clarke’s (2006) thematic summary guidelines[72], an analytic exercise guided the thematic statements relevant to the aim of our study that was marked, numbered, coded transcript in each interview, and then organized into conceptually relevant categories and coded using NVivo Pro software 12[55]. The categories were then checked for conceptual overlapping and the emerging themes. However, since thematic analysis
requires a considerable amount of freedom in analyzing data, the authors maintained relative flexibility and did not focus entirely on the prevalence of a theme, but rather on the meaningful information that related to the overall research[72][74].

Ethics

This study received ethics approval from the Office of Research Ethics (ORE), University of Waterloo, Ontario.

Results

We present our data highlighting the role of contextual factors influencing access to and utilization of sexual healthcare services by South Asian men. It is important to note that these factors, or domains, often overlapped, as illustrated in Figure 1. However, we parse them out here, and speak to the psychological factors (e.g. perceived severity of illness influencing access to care, sexual health is considered an optional service, sexual health is perceived negatively), the social factors (e.g. sex positivity or sex-negativity exist in the social sphere, discussing sexual health with social circle, sexual health is seen as a taboo topic, adapting to the lifestyle where sexual health discussions are more normalized rather than following South Asian norm as they relate to sexual health, and cultural factors (e.g. culture as it relates to the perception of healthcare, prescriptive gender stereotype as it influences overall access to sexual health services). For transparency, the sociodemographic characteristics of the participants including, age, country of origin, length of time in Ontario, geographic location in Ontario, education, occupation, and religion are presented in Table 1, and all participants except one were unmarried.
Figure 1. A proposed diagram representing the contextual factors influencing access to and utilization of healthcare services by South Asian men

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age in years (n)</th>
<th>Country of Origin (n)</th>
<th>Length of time in Ontario (n)</th>
<th>Geographic Location in Ontario (n)</th>
<th>Education Level (n)</th>
<th>Occupation (n)</th>
<th>Religion (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-23 years (4)</td>
<td>Bangladesh (5)</td>
<td>1-2 years (7)</td>
<td>Waterloo (6)</td>
<td>Undergraduate degree (7)</td>
<td>Permanent full-time employment (6)</td>
<td>Islam (5) Hindu (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>India (4)</td>
<td>3-4 years (2)</td>
<td>Downtown Toronto (2)</td>
<td>Masters’ degree (2)</td>
<td>Part-time employment (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-25 years (5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mississauga (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-35 years (4)</td>
<td>India (5)</td>
<td>1-2 years (6)</td>
<td>Downtown Toronto (6)</td>
<td>Undergraduate degree (5)</td>
<td>Self-employed (3)</td>
<td>Islam (2) Hindu (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-40 years (3)</td>
<td>Pakistan (2)</td>
<td>3-4 years (3)</td>
<td>East York (1)</td>
<td>Masters’ degree (4)</td>
<td>Permanent full-time employment (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nepal (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hamilton (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Part-time employment (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42-43 years (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cambridge (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of all respondents
1. Psychological factors

1.1 Perceived severity of sexual illness

From our in-depth interviews, we found the characteristics or facets that influence an individual psychologically and/or socially and how they overlap in influencing access to and utilization of sexual healthcare services. We found that such factors can explain individual relations to their social environment and how these affect their overall healthcare decisions. For example, from our participants’ perspectives, the *perceived severity of sexual illness* plays a role in their health-seeking decisions. Our participants mentioned that for South Asian men in general, if sexual illness hampered their daily activities, only then would they opt to seek out sexual health services. For instance, Umer, a 27-year-old from Pakistan who is unmarried and working in a full-time job in Ontario said,

“*Yes. It depends on the severity of the [sexual] illness as well and the level of my tolerance, and if it’s something that can go away on its own then I think I wouldn’t bother [...] I think it’s sexually transmitted illnesses. I think that’s the most concerning thing for me because I think it’s very prevalent in the Canadian population.*” – Umer

Rather, participants mentioned they would prefer to continue with their day-to-day life without any concern for their sexual health. Some did not visit any sexual health services for a long time as they felt it was not important. Ejaz, a 23-year-old unmarried and working in a part-time job from a Bangladeshi ethnic background, said that even though he is sexually active, it has been a long time since he has ever visited a sexual health service center for a weekly or monthly checkup, as he understands that if anything is bothering him on a day-to-day basis, then only he would seek for a doctor consultation, otherwise not.

“If it’s something that like, that is directly affecting my day to day, like working day to day processes and something that’s bothering me, definitely I will go to the [sexual health] services like at least like ask for the doctor’s advice on what to do. And if I have to pay and if it’s like hampering my day-to-day activities, I will take that service. But apart from that, I know that like a lot of local students over here, just go to the health services for like monthly, checkup or
weekly checkup, I wouldn’t like to do that. And speaking from my point, I haven’t been to like university, like sexual health services in like three years now that I’ve been here.” – Ejaz

These extracts illustrate that our young, unmarried South Asian participants see sexual health as not deemed to be an important service for their health and wellbeing. Moreover, men only prefer to go for sexual health services when the perceived severity of sexual illness crosses their tolerance threshold, otherwise, they may ignore these services in their everyday lives. These interpretations along with sample descriptions were further necessary to find their relevance to the overall study aim.

1.2 The general attitude towards sexual health

We found that sexual health and health services are considered as optional services by some of our unmarried South Asian participants. For example, some participants said South Asians, as a collective, would prefer to be discreet about sexual health or would not care to know about their sexual health status. Our participants also said some men would get screened for sexual illness once in a while. Furthermore, while sexual health was not a priority in everyday life, our participants also mentioned that it was rather considered as an optional service that is available and could be availed whenever there is a need. Some of our participants mentioned that the way South Asian men culturally have grown up, they do not feel a need to access sexual health services. As mentioned by our participants Ismail (20 years) and Farkul (23 years) as follows,

“Only if they [South Asian men] need to feel or if they’re curious about sexual health. Yeah, I mean, you could but it’s not like I do that. I don’t really [access sexual health services]. Yeah. I don’t do that. Just do it once in a while when you think you should [...] generally, no, you don’t need them [sexual health services]. So it can be important sometimes. But it’s largely a personal thing what you choose to do. And I guess going to the doctor for the right reasons, it’s more of a tool, I would say.” – Ismail

“No, we don’t really [go for sexual health checkup], it’s not really, we don’t use it that much. It is not very important to us [South Asian men]. We don’t see it. We don’t really have to go, only
when you need it. It’s [sexual health service] not like, it’s not like we have to use, it is not like something important to us […] We don’t see it, ‘it’s like a job’. We don’t feel like something mandatory [about sexual health]. It [sexual health services] is there, but only when something goes wrong. That’s how we look at it” – Fakrul

From our interviews, we can understand that some of our unmarried South Asian participants are reluctant to know about sexual health or access healthcare services as they consider it a needs-based service. Some of these participants although are users of the healthcare system perceive sexual health services as an optional service. In addition, we learned that for some South Asian men, sexual health is a personal thing and availing of services is a personal choice and they only visit sexual health services when there are some health complications. Looking across our data it was important to look for any necessary relevance to our study aim. Hence, it was interesting to learn from our data that our unmarried South Asian participants did not take their sexual health seriously in their everyday lives and made more personal choices regarding sexual health.

1.3 Sexual health is perceived negatively

According to our South Asian participants, there are negative impacts of seeking sexual healthcare services, particularly in terms of confidentiality amongst individuals within the South Asian communities. For example, we found that seeking information about sexual health and sexuality could be perceived negatively by some South Asian men. Our participants mentioned that some South Asian men would personally or generally think that learning about sexual health is a way of getting derailed from other important activities, such as focusing on academics. Also, men would not feel comfortable openly talking or discussing sexual health due to concerns of confidentiality. As explained by Ashraf, a 40-year-old man from Pakistan and living in Ontario for 2 years,

“[…] But then you have to go there [sexual health service] and talk to them [healthcare providers] in person. So, then they know you. So, you can get noticed in the [South Asian] community and by other [South Asian] men. So, one person who went to one organization for alcoholism and looking for someone to talk to. And the whole local community knew that this
person was an alcoholic. So, I don’t know how it got out. So, a lot of people see sexual health topics in a negative way and that’s the mentality. That’s why it’s not safe to tell somebody anything or what your [sexual health] problems are. So, I don’t feel safe to say anybody or talk to somebody.” – Ashraf

In addition, we found that some participants felt there is limited sexual health knowledge shared within the South Asian communities. Participants said if there were more education opportunities, then prevention might be more of a focus rather than waiting to be symptomatic. For example, our participant Umer shared that South Asian men have limited access to sexual health education from an early part of their lives within the South Asian social circle, and the lack of access to information often shapes their overall negativity about sexual health and also in accessing and utilizing these services. This, Umer believed, is both cultural (e.g. how sex education is taught or not) and psychological factors, and it influences overall negativity about sexual health. He explained as follows,

“...It makes me feel sad and a little bit deprived because I don’t think I have the full picture [about sexual health information] because I think if I were taught about it in school, it would have helped me a lot. Instead, what I have is something that I just came across by chance online or on TV, just by chance. So, I don’t think I have, like, all the information that I need. And I think that it’s also made me a little bit scared about, um, about sexual intercourse. I don’t know if those are misconceptions or not, but it’s just made me a little bit more cautious. I think if I were to have had sexual education as a...as a kid growing up in school or access within the South Asian society, I think that would have helped in the sense that it would have made me more aware of all of the things surrounding sexual health and services and access to care, and just how I would have better all-round source of knowledge about it.” – Umer

Considering our study aim, from our in-depth interviews we learned that in terms of contextual factors there remains uncertainty about privacy and confidentiality among some South Asian men to discuss sexual health matters with a provider even when they have been living in Ontario for at least one year. Also, often culture and psychological factors may overlap for South Asian communities, for example, how sex education opportunities from an early stage of life and lack
of access to information may influence overall sexual health negatively by some South Asian men, which may influence access to and utilization of healthcare services. It was also interesting to note that this perception may often within South Asian communities intersect with social traditions as some men are more mindful of how other South Asian men will consider their presence in the society if they access sexual health services.

2. Social Factors

2.1 Sexual health as a taboo topic within the South Asian communities

Our participants mentioned that sexual health is a taboo topic within the South Asian communities. Our participants believed that sex is seen by many as tied to religion and so talking about it is seen as risky in terms of implying it is casual rather than tied to marriage. To elucidate, sex is seen as a ‘holy’ thing in South Asian society, which is unique in South Asian belief systems and these beliefs are often deeply ingrained in South Asian men and these thoughts are carried over time in Canada as they settle in the host country as immigrants. Hence, as mentioned by 21-year-old Prakash from India, beliefs about sex and sexual health are often left unspoken within families or communities. He further mentioned that discussing sexual health is strictly prohibited due to the customs and manners that some South Asian men are made to follow since birth. Prakash explained as follows,

“I would say it [sexual health] is a taboo, but people are kind of still I think they think that this is bad, and it shouldn’t be discussed with the children or grandchildren, or someone who is younger to them. They think it might create some, I think, sexual impulses into you. And it’s still kind of, I think, the majority of the time I observe that it depends on their belief system. You know, that’s what they’re thinking. So, some of the things you know what it is, kind of prohibited, you know, people look at it as something that’s kind of a bad thing [...] Yeah, because we all are deeply rooted to our belief system from back home, and the region where we were born, our customs and manners, you know, all these things. So, it won’t get changed, it will not get a change in a day, right? So, it takes time. It’s often carried over here in Canada. So, sexual health is seen as like one thing is like a holy thing, but also like it can be seen as an evil thing if it’s outside of marriage. And so, yeah, it’s not something people talk about generally like you, it’s
expected that you’d have kids and stuff, but there are only tell you about how and about like how to create away from stuff. It was kind of it was just like unspoken.” – Prakash

Therefore, sexual health taboos and discussion of sexual matters and the implications of beliefs on sexual health are significant in sexual health choices among some South Asian men.

2.2 Sex positivity and sex negativity exist in the social sphere

Furthermore, our participants highlighted the notions of sex positivity or sex-negativity existing within the South Asian social environment. Some of our participants mentioned the importance of sex positivity, related to having the right kind of sex education and learning about the various aspects of sexual wellbeing. It was suggested that sex positivity would allow South Asian men to make sexual health more of a general topic in South Asian communities, minimizing the stigma of sexual health, leading to greater respect for one’s sexual health, and facilitating access to sexual health services. Further, it was suggested by our participants that South Asian men who are not quite sex-positive, (e.g. having sex education, or learning about sexuality, knowing how to access sexual healthcare services, etc.) remain uneducated and leading to risks of teenage pregnancy and STI rates resulting from the avoidance of condoms, for example. Participants also felt that being sex-positive would allow South Asian men to get sexual health checkups which is an essential part of their wellbeing. Furthermore, we learned from our participants that being sex-positive could be a way for the South Asian youth to openly discuss and share information about sexual health. Prakash further explained as follows,

“I think it’s a good thing to be so much sex-positive, I would say some people are a little bit too enthusiastic about it. But umm, by being sex-positive, it can educate people about sex, and it can drop these walls and the barriers to speaking about it [sexual health topic]. By dropping the barriers people just learn more about it and they can find what’s best for themselves. You can grow more as a person faster by being sex-positive. So, there are all those benefits to it. However, by being so sex-positive I say kind of takes the respect or reverence out of the idea of sex a little bit. But there still is like that respect, but not as much as it may seem [...] by not being sex-positive, people can be quite uneducated about sex and what comes of it as well. For that
reason, like bad things can happen to people who do have sex. They want, for example, children, they'll try to avoid using condoms. I mean, most children I mean, like teenagers will avoid using condoms just so that there's nothing the parents could see. But by doing so then they have the risk of pregnancy at a young age.” – Prakash

On the contrary, some of our participants described the existence of sex-negativity in South Asian social circles. Participants explained that some South Asians say they are sex-negative and think sexual health should not be a topic of discussion and said there was nothing important to learn about sexual health, but rather to put all learning efforts into being a better man (e.g. through good academic grades, developing life skills, etc.). One of our participants, 22-year-old Rahul from India mentioned that,

“I mean, some South Asian men are sex-negative and explain sex-negativity as, sexual health is not the only part you live for, or you also live for other stuff, your fun activities, your prosperity, your academics. So why do you put all your energy into that one thought [learning about sexual health or sexuality], one aspect, shouldn’t be a priority. So that’s something I see [some South Asians agree with]. But that’s also kind of cultural stand [for some South Asians to think] that we shouldn’t talk about this [sexual health], and we shouldn’t get engaged into things but rather focus our energy on teen years, get better, get good [life] skills and be a better man and be a better person for the future.” – Rahul

These extracts above explained that sex-positivity and sex-negativity exist within the South Asian communities while there may be varied explanations for each term. However, considerations for sexual health discussions also stem from how sex education and learning about sexual wellbeing has made its way into the South Asian communities and whether men can understand these terms properly.

2.3 Sexual health discussion with trusted sources and following Western lifestyle approach

We further found that within the social dimensions our participants said they discuss sexual health only with their trusted sources (e.g. friends, family, or relatives). For example, our participants would only discuss sexual health with those with whom they can openly talk about
their sexual matters and can connect emotionally as well. Often it would depend on the age gap, as the usual perception is that people of similar age and from known circles would have a similar understanding in sharing and learning about sexual health. Our participant Ejaz explained below,

“Like talking to people about these, these [sexual health] topics? Yes, yeah. I usually talk about like this kind of stuff with my friends, but I prefer not to talk about these topics with like any of my family. I, like, if it’s a cousin or someone who is like my age or maybe like two or three years older, and I’m really close with them, I talk to them about this [sexual health] stuff and bond over this topic. But if they’re like very old, they’re like 10 or 15 years older, and I’m not, like, really close with them and I’m not comfortable sharing these ideas, then I don’t I don’t talk to them [older relatives] about it” – Ejaz

Furthermore, our participants highlighted that a South Asian family, would openly discuss sexual health if they are accustomed to sharing sexual health information more openly by adapting to the lifestyle where sexual health discussions are more normalized (i.e. as participants said by being more ‘Canadian’) and by being less conservative to discuss sexual health. Some participants, living in Canada for at least a year, have begun to get accustomed and more habituated to the norms and culture of the host country which make them follow less of their South Asian norms in their communities. For example, some South Asian participants personally perceived that within the Canadian society sexual health is a more normalized topic. However, discussing sexual health is still not proactively brought up by Canadian society. Our 23-year-old participant Fakrul shared his experience about discussing sexual health topics with his parents as,

“No, we’re quite ok, my parents or everybody quite open, quite ‘Canadianized’ [following a lifestyle that participants understand as relate to being open-minded in Canada] often when it comes to that [sexual health topic] kind of stuff. There’s no issues with that. You know we are more Canadian than South Asian and less conservative about sexual health discussions. But he [parent] always said that ‘you know, make sure you don’t do anything stupid’ [regarding sexual health]. That’s all he says [...] I think there are parents, and my parents are more open to allowing more different cultures in the house or the more, more allowing more freedom for us kids.” – Fakrul
Moreover, our participant Sayeed mentioned that the overall topic of sexual health is quite normalized in Canadian society, and it is assumed that a person would receive an adequate level of sexual health education. These views Sayeed believed, may also influence overall access to sexual healthcare services.

“Yeah, I think so. Yeah, yeah. I think the Canadian society almost, well, to some extent assumes especially, especially if you’re a male and you’re an adult, that whatever education you need to have, the level of understanding you need, you’ve already been equipped with. As a result, there’s not as much effort in educating you with it [sexual health information] once you’re an adult, I think […] Sexual health is more normalized in a [Western lifestyle] Canadian society. However, people, it’s still, it’s still a difficult topic to talk about. Normalized, yes. Spoken about openly in society, yes. However, I don’t think at least, I came to Canada as an adult. It’s not something that’s brought up, proactively […] Like the community I’m involved with here are all more or less people my age or Canadians, right. As a result in which they’re much more accepting of the ideas and they’re much more open to having that conversation, to begin with. This in itself shapes how we access and use sexual health services as well.” – Sayeed

However, even when there are Canadian families (i.e. who are South Asians but are adapting) who are open to discussing sexual health, there are South Asian cultural influences within the medical field regarding beliefs about sexual health. For example, as Ahmad mentioned, healthcare providers in Canada may still be ingrained with certain cultural beliefs about South Asians seeking sexual health services, which may overall impact health promotion and health provider roles within South Asian communities and beyond.

“I’m just guessing that, and I wouldn’t be surprised if this happened in [name of South Asian country], that, if I tell a doctor and while you’re at it, why are you giving me these tests and stuff? Could you get me tested for mono or could you give me a test for you know, chlamydia or whatever? And if I said that the doctor is gonna, ‘yeah of course,’ he’s gonna sign the test for me, but he’s going to smirk a little or he’s gonna, you know, somehow the situation is going to make it a little uncomfortable. Or if it does, I’m not going to be surprised. That’s also a part of
being sex-negative in the culture and the society. This sentiment often trickles down to South Asian providers here in Canada.” – Ahmad

These extracts illustrate that many unmarried South Asian men believed that following or getting accustomed and more habituated to the host country's social norms or traditions would allow them to deviate from their usual South Asian traditions and social values, which they felt is more conservative. Consequently, participants thought that adapting to the lifestyle where sexual health discussions are more normalized rather than following South Asian conservative norms would allow participants to freely talk about sexual health. Hence, these findings are relevant to the overall study aim as we also learned that some healthcare providers remain ingrained with cultural beliefs that may impact health promotion and provider roles within the South Asian communities.

3. Cultural factors

3.1 Culture shapes the overall perceptions about sexual health

All participants in our in-depth interviews mentioned that culture shapes overall perceptions about sexual health and wellbeing. Our participants believe that South Asian culture may influence perceptions and emotions/psychology from an early age which eventually shapes their various aspects of life, including sexual health and wellbeing and perceptions about overall healthcare needs (e.g. how to value health in general or access to health services). For example, 23-year-old Rafid from Bangladesh gave an example of his particular Bangladeshi culture that can influence sexual health perceptions in certain ways, such as, how people would discuss or seek health information, and that the patterns of how people perceive or discuss sexual health would be quite similar. He explained as follows,

“I mean, it [culture] does influence [sexual health] a lot because you have other members from that [same South Asian Bangladeshi] culture, even both here [in Canada] and back there [home country]. Back home, we have other members of that [same] culture who would kind of know about, like what kind of [sexual health] information you're trying to seek [STI prevention, diagnosis, or treatment] or what information you were trying to teach your own family. So
We also learned from 21-year-old Ahmad from Bangladesh that culture often formed the foundation for how sexual health would be perceived in a particular South Asian society, and although a person may travel to a new host country, some cultural values and norms may remain with immigrants which form the basis of their perceptions about topics like sexual health. Ahmad said,

“Your culture forms like a basis [of sexual health perceptions] and sexual health needs and gives you the very root of your ideals or your beliefs or how you handle or feel about things like [sexual health]. And, when you come to a new country [like Canada], no matter how much we let go of things like that or how much you adopt a culture [Canadian culture], there are certain things that you can't get rid of, from your head. And, you know, if someone has grown up in the extremes of their culture.” – Ahmad

From our interviews, we learned that culture forms the basis of choices men make about sexual health and wellbeing. Cultural implications may move beyond the geographic factors and continue to dominate and shape men’s overall individual perceptions about sexual health, as well as their health-seeking behaviours, especially when South Asian men immigrate to a host country like Canada. Hence, considering access to and utilization of sexual healthcare, such perceptions that stem from culture are more related to individual factors rather than health system-level barriers and may impact the utilization of sexual health services. It is therefore important to address these aspects of cultural dominance to ensure improved access to and utilization of healthcare services within the South Asian communities.

3.2 Prescriptive gender stereotypes about sexual health

Participants also mentioned the prescriptive gender stereotypes shaping how South Asian men should learn or explore sexual health in South Asian culture. For example, it was suggested that South Asian men who are reluctant to use services are ingrained with certain cultural views and
related gender stereotypes. Participants further mentioned that men could also be judged by others from their own culture or living in the same South Asian communities, as familiarity within the communities can influence how people interact with the healthcare provider (e.g. if they are South Asian) and whether they would access the clinic for sexual health issues. The extract from Rishi below demonstrates how gender stereotypes play an integral role for both South Asian men and women in accessing sexual health services.

“Yeah, I think there is going to be [South Asian] men and women who are reluctant to use [sexual] health clinics or feel uncomfortable or insecure doing it. You know, it might be just from their culture or the views that know they've possibly been ingrained with. And then there could also be, like I mentioned before, like the idea that, you know, you could be going to a clinic, and you see somebody or, you know, the clinic is located near something else and you're, you know, uncomfortable going because somebody may see you there. So there's always that […] Well, I think you would feel maybe that someone [from the South Asian community] will have a certain view about you if you're in a sexual health clinic. Yeah, like they're going to say and I'm not talking about somebody potentially also being there as well, which is one, but also somebody let's say, you know, someone sees you walking out of the [sexual health] clinic or going into one. You know, one of the factors of it I don't want to say just the South Asian thing, but it's a common thing is that, you know, people talk and, you know, someone sees you and they tell somebody in your family or whatever. There are some prescriptive gender stereotypes about sexual health in our society. And then all these words spread about, you know, this person going into this [sexual health service] clinic or whatever in the South Asian community, that people will be stereotyped as not worthy [as a man in the society]. Yeah, culture can play a big part in not letting people access these [sexual health] services.” – Rishi

In addition, some participants mentioned that prescriptive gender stereotypes about South Asian men were also related to how other South Asians would view men accessing sexual healthcare services. For example, our participants mentioned that some South Asian men are said to be stereotyped as not worthy of being a man (i.e. not quite manly in their behaviours) in the South Asian society if they were accessing or seeking sexual health services in their communities.
“So that [South Asian] person will be judged and there's going to be a cultural stigma attached to it and that person is going to be thought of as you know, less, less worthy [as a man in the society] and less, you know, responsible and trustworthy, if they access [sexual health] services. Less trustworthy as well. So in that sense, you can say eventually culture affect these men in being gender-stereotyped.” – Umer

From these interviews, we have learned that the social scripts on gender roles play an important part in accessing and utilizing sexual healthcare services within the South Asian communities. It was critical to learn that prescriptive gender stereotypes may hinder access to healthcare for some South Asian men.

Discussion

This study explored the contextual factors (e.g. cultural, psychological, social) influencing access to and utilization of sexual health services by South Asian men in Canada. Our study findings reinforce existing literature regarding the role of overlapping contextual factors, like cultural, social, and psychological, in influencing the access to and utilization of sexual healthcare services by South Asian men. As has been reported previously, perceptions towards sexual health are shaped by various cultural, social, educational, and psychosocial factors and behaviours for men[75].

In 1984 Canada passed the Canada Health Act which stated the “primary objective of Canadian Health Policy is to protect, promote, and restore the physical and mental well-being of residents of Canada and to facilitate reasonable access to health services without financial or other barriers,” and as a nation, Canada has been committed to both health promotion and protection[76]. However, although the primary healthcare structure in Canada caters through the universal health care program, there are under-served populations that continue to experience considerable barriers in access to health services in Canada including, Aboriginal people, people who do not speak either of Canada’s official languages, people with alternate sexual orientation, immigrants, refugees, ethnically or racially diverse populations[76] Likewise, a survey with sexually active youth populations found that 13% visit family physicians, while only 6% youth
visit sexual healthcare services. It was also reported that 33% of these youth surveyed were immigrants and 85% among which have self-identified as racialized youth[37] While perceived severity of sexual illness plays an important role in health-seeking behaviour, men in our study often do not want to access services and they view it personally as a needs-based service and perceive it negatively, rather than as a preventative service. Our findings were consistent with other studies and male sexual health service users were found to be less compliant with STI treatments and they only access services when they needed it, although the continuity of care remains an important aspect to consider in preventative care[77][78][79]. Likewise, literature has noted that male users perceived that the severity of sexual health illness acts as a threshold for service use. For example, male users only decide to seek care when their illness suffering is beyond their perceived threshold of tolerance[78]. It is also interesting to note that the perceived severity of illness may also express a sense of masculinized stigma, where men often would consider their sexual illness as not important to change their health-seeking behaviour until it hinders their daily living. Such individualistic ideology denotes that some South Asian men may knowingly or unknowingly exercise their patriarchal or masculine views on sexual health illness. In addition, studies have found that socially constructed masculine practice may also provide a way for men to deny and avoid their fears about STIs and other sexual health complications[80]. Furthermore, this is reflective from studies where men often feel the pressure to avoid emotional expression, hide their weaknesses and vulnerability, and try to solve problems without requesting help from others, thereby not exercising proper health-seeking behaviour[81].

Besides, we found that poor use of preventative services might relate to sexual health taboos, sex-negativity in the social sphere, and concerns about confidentiality, whereby sexual health discussions are reserved for trusted sources among our mostly unmarried participants. We found similarities from the literature that South Asian men have many personal taboos around the discussion of sexual behaviour, while linguistic matters, cultural issues, and stigma construct the overall healthcare utilization by South Asian communities [82]. However, we did not find linguistic matters to be one of the barriers in accessing healthcare services by our participants which may be related to the time our participants have spent in Canada, allowing them to adapt to the Canadian linguistic system and overcome any possible language barriers. As there is a lack of availability of disaggregated data on South Asian communities, it is a challenge to identify
major health concerns evident across South Asian communities with respect to specific demographic characteristics[59]. This in turn provides additional challenges to identify potential strategies and the effectiveness of strategies to target health concerns[59]. Therefore, it is important to focus on building knowledge networks in the context of South Asian health.

While these aforementioned factors are more individualistic than systemic, they do require considerable attention to expand community-based interventions on sexual health, to provide relevant, inclusive, and appropriate programs aimed at improving sexual health outcomes. Hence, several organization reports have recommended focusing on expanding community outreach programs including agency funding and de-centralize sexual health services from downtown areas and more into diverse communities. In addition, it has been reported that men and women from under-served communities in Ontario are less willing to access healthcare elsewhere, while systemic exclusion barriers (e.g. racism, homophobia, sexism) within service organizations need to be identified and addressed[37]. Hence, concerted efforts are needed to create a robust community health promotion program that caters to under-served and culturally and ethnically diverse communities. Furthermore, a setting-based approach could be adopted for outreach and communication particularly for South Asian communities in locations where South Asians normally gather. For instance, faith-based settings and faith-based leaders could be approached to carry out the dissemination of knowledge through outreach and communication methods[59]. Therefore, rather than focusing on clinical interventions alone, it is more appropriate to focus on expanding existing health promotion initiatives that include: harm reduction strategies; culturally appropriate, gender-affirming sexual health information; eliminating barriers that impede timely access to clinical interventions; strengthening interventions that retain and re-engage people to continuity of sexual healthcare; to normalize the offer of sexually transmitted and blood-borne infections (STBBIs) testing among patients from diverse communities and confidentiality is respected[22].

Messages in popular media regarding the value of sex positivity for sexuality education, prevention of childhood sexual abuse, and improved marriages[83], was echoed by some participants who suggested that greater sex-positivity in the South Asian communities would be beneficial for sexual health. Indeed, in many research settings, it has been found that sex-
positivity advocates for continuous, age-appropriate learning and access to comprehensive sexual healthcare and treatments[84]. On a contrary, the concept of sex-negativity was also present across our data. It is said that sex negativity within a society is a problematic and risky behaviour[83]. Furthermore, studies have found that sex negativity holds the idea of controlling sexuality through limiting sexual education, healthcare services, and promotes shame and guilt in those who exercise personal autonomy[83][84]. Therefore, the data suggest that improved access to and use of services might come from increased access to age-appropriate sexual health education opportunities to foster sex-positivity.

It is important to note that in recent years literature has put the spotlight on structural and individual changes needed in sexual health learning. For example, one of the best practices and success of comprehensive sex education lies in its ability to balance structural change with individual change goals, as the access and ability to apply skills and adapt new behaviours as an individual can be enabled or constrained by structural factors(e.g. socio-political, historical or economic forces)[24]. Therefore, community empowerment through educational efforts should be tailored based on gender or sex as public health experts also mentioned that sexual health service utilization should be more focused on the needs of male patients, and also to inform their friends, families, and communities of the importance of male sexual health services[85][86]. This initiative can be achieved by setting the initial foundations for sex education through health education and promotion programs in local health clinics within the South Asian communities. In addition, it is recommended to work with local leaders for any sexual health interventions in diverse community settings [87]; as the literature suggests South Asian men are more willing to seek health information from family, friends, and from other sources rather than seeking sexual health information from the formal healthcare provider[11].

It was interesting to learn from our majority of unmarried participants that sexual health information was shared more openly when many individual South Asians chose to follow high-income economy society lifestyle trends and by being less conservative and proactively speaking and discussing sexual health with their family and others. Although our data did not specifically represent whether the marital status has any implications to such mindset, we still believe there could be some relevance due to our participants’ time here in Canada that may act as a facilitator.
for this kind of adoption of liberal views on sexuality or about sexual health. Literature suggests that adaptation to the cultural norms of high-income economy host countries may often allow better choice in accessing preventive care or discussing health information for South Asians[28]. Besides, it is reported that one-in-five is a foreign-born in Canada, while globally Canada holds the status of a multicultural nation[88]. Therefore, in Canada, sexual health is discussed more openly as an overall component of health and wellbeing[29]. However, although much progress has been made in recognizing the importance of culture and ethnicity in sexualbehaviours, the role of the broader social context of culture and specifically the mechanisms through which culture impacts other variables remains to be fully elucidated. Hence, studies suggest the delivery of sexual health services and education in Canada requires a thorough understanding of how culture and ethnicity interact with sexuality and sexual health, particularly for culturally diverse communities, as they comprise 19.1% of the Canadian population [89]. Hence, although age-appropriate sexual health information provisions are available in the Ontario healthcare system[19], there should be more collaborative community and health service efforts to make provisions for age-appropriate sex education especially for adult immigrants, as this population group continue to have gaps in sexual health knowledge and sexual literacy after they immigrate to Canada[29].

Lastly, although it is important to acknowledge the sensitive nature of sexual health as a taboo topic, sex positivity, sex-negativity, and prescriptive gender roles, these findings are not specific to South Asian communities. These are barriers worthy of more attention to considering culture in the promotion or delivery of services more broadly here in Canada. Otherwise, it would be challenging to see rates of sexual healthcare service use increase for South Asian population groups. As we learned from our findings, culture has an overall influence in shaping perceptions about sexual health and that there is a cultural influence on overall access to sexual healthcare services. Our findings are similar to other studies highlighting that despite variability within and between countries in South Asia, similarities of family values, cultural perceptions, communication, religion and health beliefs contribute to challenges in accessing healthcare services in high-income countries[90][91]. Besides, we learned about cultural stigma and cultural shame regarding sexual health that exist within some of our participants, which give us the impression of a more individualistic viewpoint on sexual health rather than a health system issue.
We also found prescriptive gender stereotypes about men regarding sexual health in South Asian culture that often influence sexual health-seeking behaviour for men.

Literature suggests that cultures often can be characterized as individualistic versus collectivistic, or independent versus interdependent, based on the degrees to which individuals versus relationships are emphasized, respectively[92]. Consequently, it is reported that cultural values and gender stereotypes often align, where gender stereotypes are not universal but are said to be moderated by culture[92]. Besides, the literature also mentioned that community healthcare service centres might prove unpopular if clients encounter the risk of meeting with peers from the same communities[93]. Therefore, it is important to aim to improve individual health-seeking behaviours of South Asian men by addressing the challenges of prescriptive gender norms within South Asian communities, establishing communication session groups within South Asian communities that would facilitate dialogue around sensitive sexual health topics to reduce individual stigma and then promote behaviour change. Further, it is important to ensure more equal gender roles by strengthening culturally appropriate health initiatives (e.g. improving health promotional messages within the sexual health seminar series for South Asian communities). Conversely, health initiatives that fail to take these individualistic and collective gender perspectives into account not only risk a failure of healthcare service, they also risk perpetuating the harmful stereotypes which are negative determinants of health for men. Further, it is equally important to acknowledge the inequities faced by marginalized groups of men, for example, men from different cultural backgrounds may face similar inequities in healthcare services like women[94]. Hence, it is further recommended for having drop-in spaces for sexual health information sharing for male users in Ontario, which can be done in a more informal and non-judgemental environment, especially for South Asian community men.

Limitations

One of the limitations of our study is that our sample was quite heterogeneous with regard to age, ethnicity, and religion. Furthermore, sexual orientation, gender identity and other factors may also pose greater challenges in sexual healthcare use that would require further investigation in future studies. With a limited sample size, we may also have missed the opportunity to learn
more about the enabling or predisposing factors related to access and utilization of sexual healthcare services. In addition, since our methodology's distinctiveness lies in its practice orientation for interventionist health disciplines, the challenge lies within the term ‘interpretive description.’ As we have tried to create thick inductive reasoning with our constructed logic throughout our analysis, there may have been instances when we have missed some of the nuances amidst the population because of the interpretive approach that we have taken for our data analysis. Furthermore, the overall process of telephone interviews may lead to social desirability bias, while it was also beyond the scope of our research to explore the perceptions of healthcare providers who may have varied viewpoints about sexual health accessibility and utilization by men in Canada.

Conclusion

It is important to recognize the various individual, social and/or health systems perspectives together with the overall cultural influences in access to and utilization of healthcare services. Our data suggest that more robust efforts (e.g. through sex education, introducing seminar courses in higher education, and/or regular sexual health promotion in the South Asian communities) may begin to address and minimize sexual health illness taboo and adapt approaches to existing sexual health education that takes culture into consideration. Furthermore, it is essential to promote awareness of the importance of early access to sexual health information and services through appropriate community forums. This would help to destigmatize South Asian male sexuality from an early age, while behaviour change interventions such as abstinence, and regular health checkups should be emphasized.

Our study provides a unique understanding regarding the various contextual factors shaping sexual health service use while recognizing the cultural determinants of sexual health seeking behaviour.
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Abstract

Introduction: Cultural factors are important in considerations of diagnosis, treatment, and overall care; however they are often overlooked in many clinical settings. Objectives: This study aimed to explore if and how South Asian men perceive provider attitude as playing a role in experiences of sexual healthcare services in Ontario. Methods: In-depth interviews (n=18) were conducted between May and July 2021 with South Asian men between the ages of 20-45 years and have been living in Ontario for at least one year. A thematic analysis was conducted following Braun and Clarke's (2006) guidelines. Results: Participants discussed providers as being inattentive to care and that they, as patients, are often concerned about being judged by their providers. They suggested that to improve care, providers should focus on building a common ground of interest and respect during service delivery. In addition, some participants viewed the one-provider-one-service policy in Ontario as a hindrance to men accessing healthcare. The notion of doctor-hopping was also discussed as a response to care that does not meet patient expectations. The notion of gender also emerged, with recommendations put forward for non-judgemental separate sexual health service provision for men from women. Conclusion: In conclusion, healthcare providers’ attitudes may play an important role in the overall health service delivery experience. It is therefore important for healthcare professionals to be more reflexive of their attitudes in a clinical setting.
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Introduction

In recent years, there has been an increase in migration of South Asians in Canada with over 1.26 million people from South Asian countries specifically calling Canada their home, making up the largest visible minority group[1]. Literature suggests that the immigrant population continues to grow in high-income countries (i.e. according to the World Bank, countries having a high-income economy and a gross national income per capita of more than $12,000)[2] and while the health of the immigrants has been prioritized in many healthcare settings, sexual health remained to be a neglected domain and critical for future research [3][4]. Besides, studies have reported that most sexual health programs only target women and ignore the sexual health needs of men [5]. Furthermore, studies have found that men often delay in accessing healthcare services and utilize less sexual healthcare services [6]. Literature suggests that in many high-income countries, there has been limited research particularly on the healthcare needs of immigrant populations specifically with regards to sexual health[7] Likewise, literature also found that in recent times, there has been a steady rise in sexual health illness among Canadian South Asian men between the age range of 20-45 years[4].

The overall understanding of illness and disease is what shapes the health perceptions of an individual and often determines access to and utilization of healthcare services [8][9][10]. However, it has been reported that immigrants in high-income countries possess lower knowledge of sexual health literacy and may have lower sexual health service utilization rates[11][11]. Besides, factors like individual stigma on sexual health, provider attitude, lack of information or misinformation about service availability, language barriers, time constraints, unavailability of viable transport options, and length of stay in a community – all of which may further influence immigrant’s access to sexual healthcare services[12][13][14].

By international standards, Canada has a low physician-to-population ratio, while family physicians comprise of 51 percent of the physician workforce[15]. In practice, medical necessity is broadly defined in Canada, covering the vast majority of physicians’ services. But the extent of public coverage for pharmaceuticals, home care, long-term care, and the services of
nonphysician providers such as chiropractors, optometrists, and physiotherapists vary across the provinces and territories[15]. Hence, although 91 percent of Canadians say they have a regular source of care (usually a family physician), many still report difficulty in getting access to both primary and referred care[15]. According to the literature, an ideal healthcare setting should include educational input about a patient’s disease together with the help from a multidisciplinary team for better health outcomes[16]. Therefore, ideally, healthcare practitioners should understand what a patient’s health, wellbeing and illness mean to them, the healthcare practices that they already undertake, and their interpretations of the treatments that are prescribed [17][18]. However, the literature suggests that high-income society Western medical training is based upon the positivist scientific method, centering on the rapid accumulation of ‘facts’ with little space devoted to consideration of human communication or the history and epistemology of medicine[19][20] Therefore, literature found that in many clinical settings, a physician-centred orientation is a common scenario with the limited flow of information, doctor control of the interaction, and little active participation on the part of the patient[21][22].

In addition, the literature suggests that health professionals often have this distinct belief system and attitude arising from their biomedical worldview [23]. In clinical care, physicians believe that diagnostic reasoning is: inductive, heuristic and identifying a variety of symptoms, examining laboratory data for a probable diagnostic, and making assumptions based on experience and knowledge are the common medical characteristics to be considered [23]. In such a context, healthcare providers often think of medical culture as the only culture available to follow and often overlook the cultural diversity in patient care [24]. As a result, healthcare providers also overlook the patient’s lived experiences and cultural orientations only to reach possible clinical outcomes [25]. In this regard, the literature suggests that although the notion of the term ‘cultural competence in healthcare has been very popular and studied widely in recent times as a part of physician skill development, there remains ambiguity in learning about the characteristics and practical aspects of cultural competence in medical education curriculum and clinical practice [21]. Likewise, literature further denotes that it is rather imperative to encourage healthcare professionals to understand the complexity of an individual’s health within the broader context of health systems [26]. Hence, the term ‘cultural safety’ coined by Ramsden in 1990 was thought to be more appropriate in physician skill development, as it defines providing
quality care for people from different ethnicities and cultures and within the cultural values and norms of the patient[27]. Therefore, the concept of cultural safety focuses on a practical meaning towards the indigenous and marginalized populations and to their medical decision-making, as it forms the aspects of patient-centred care and the professional advocacy role in healthcare delivery[27]. Hence, the literature suggests that cultural safety should be integrated into a more constructivist definition of cultural competence by recognizing the existence of power relations and their influence on social relations and the construction of realities[26].

The clinical encounter is also often shaped by the differences between patient and clinician in social position and power, which are associated with differences in knowledge and identity, provider attitude, language, and other aspects of cultural identity [28]. Likewise, feelings of inferiority or discomfort in a healthcare setting may also be shaped by perceptions of unequal power dynamics between patients and healthcare providers [29]. In regards to healthcare disparities, providers often do not acknowledge their lack of cultural understanding, and that unequal treatment exists, and the stereotype belief increases with their increased experience in the medical field [30]. That is, the providers become more indifferent as they become more socialized in their medical field [31]. Consequently, literature found healthcare providers have been described as exhibiting unfriendly or judgmental attitudes towards patients, behaving in a way that is disrespectful or stigmatizing, providing youth or older patients with poor quality of care, or unnecessarily restricting access to certain services to youth by requiring parental or spousal permission when not required [32]. Further, there may not be clear service guidelines on what services should be provided to patients, thus, leaving providers to offer services based on their discretion or their values and beliefs [16][33]. Besides, literature also suggests that the gender of the healthcare provider and patient (along with age/ethnicity) may shape their social interactions and encounters [29]. This further portrays a more complex picture of the role of culture/identity in the medical encounter and how it impacts overall healthcare outcome [29].

In this view, despite the recognition of differences in culture among South Asian communities and their overall understanding of healthcare needs, the growing South Asian communities in Canada provide challenges in delivering needful health services [34][35]. Barriers related to individual stigma about sexual health, distrust of the health system, poor health communication –
all require a considerable inquiry to improve the quality of care for South Asian populations.[35] As patients’ views on the quality of care can have a considerable impact on health outcomes, low perceived quality of care may also lead to non-adherence to medical prescriptions or inadequate attendance to healthcare providers [36]. For example, it has been found that there is reported variability in sexual health service use by South Asian men in high-income countries [33]. While some men are accessing sexual healthcare services (e.g. testing regularly for STIs and HIV), others are not accessing sexual healthcare services as a result of a lack of awareness of sexual health and poor health literacy [37].

Previously, research with South Asian populations has found that poor patient-provider interactions often lead to low quality of care and particularly due to perceived discrimination in availing sexual health services [6]. However, the literature suggests that in many high-income countries including Canada, there is limited research that investigates the needs of immigrant populations especially South Asians, with regards to sexual health, and consequently how to develop effective services for these populations [5][33]. Further, the literature suggests that physicians have been reported as not listening, not providing adequate information, and demonstrating a lack of concern or lack of respect for patients who are especially from varied cultural backgrounds and who are particularly immigrants[3]. Globally and within Canada specifically, few studies have sought to explore the role of healthcare provider attitudes within the context of providing quality sexual healthcare services, and experiences that might affect access to and utilization of healthcare. As such, the present study aimed to explore if and how South Asian men perceive provider attitude as playing a role in sexual health service experiences for South Asian men in Ontario.

Methods

Considering the aforementioned literature regarding a lack of sexual health knowledge and poor utilization of sexual healthcare services by South Asian men in Canada and a lack of support and judgemental attitude from service providers with immigrants and newcomer South Asians, it was important to learn more about the overall sexual health experiences of South Asian men who are termed as immigrants/newcomers to Canada. In line with the study aim, South Asian sexually active men between the age ranges of 20-45 years old were interviewed, as this population has
been cited in Canada to have high rates of STIs [4]. Over the past two decades, there has been a notable increase in the use of qualitative methods to explore sensitive issues, including sexuality [38]. Hence, qualitative methods were used as they have been demonstrated as a useful method for researching sexual health and sexuality issues of young people [39][40]. We developed a semi-structured interview guide based upon our knowledge of the literature and gaps this research was designed to interrogate, with questions reflecting on South Asian men’s perspectives on the role of healthcare provider attitude in experiences of sexual healthcare services in Ontario. Some of the key questions asked include if healthcare provider attitude plays a role in sexual health service use; what our participants perceived in terms of attitude from providers during a clinical encounter (e.g. feel/do not feel comfortable talking about sexual health/provider do not think it is an important topic to discuss with the patient, or how this shaped their use of service if at all). On average each interview lasted for about 45 minutes to 1 hour. Altogether 18 in-depth interviews were conducted between May and July 2021 with South Asian men selected based on: (1) South Asian immigrant/newcomer men who are considered as ‘new Canadians’ by the definition set by Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC)[41]; (2) who are living in Canada for at least one year and currently residing in Ontario. Participants were recruited through ads on social media platforms, through non-government websites, organization e-newsletters, poster distribution within the non-government organization.

Thematic analysis was conducted using Braun and Clarke[42] thematic guidelines. Such guidelines were important during the various iterations of coding, reviewing, and recoding, as thematic summaries create a rich nuanced report that has strong inductive qualitative reasoning [42][43]. The process involved marking, numbering, coding transcript in each interview, and then organizing into conceptually relevant categories for the exploration of patterns and themes using NVivo 12 Pro [42][43][44][45]. As little is known about the highly sensitive research topic, we approached the data inductively with no prior theory or framework [42][45]. We did not focus on the prevalence of a theme, but rather on the meaningful information that related to the overall research question. Transcripts were checked to ensure that no relevant content was overlooked.
Results

This study aimed to explore if and how South Asian men perceive provider attitude as playing a role in sexual health service experiences for South Asian men in Ontario. Our study identified themes that were grouped into three main categories, (1) patient experiences with healthcare providers; (2) patient recommendations regarding cultural awareness for providers; (3) South Asian men’s views about the Canadian healthcare system. For transparency, the sociodemographic characteristics of the participants including, age, country of origin, length of stay in Ontario, geographic location in Ontario, education, occupation, and religion are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age in years (n)</th>
<th>Country of Origin (n)</th>
<th>Length of stay in Ontario (n)</th>
<th>Geographic Location in Ontario (n)</th>
<th>Education Level (n)</th>
<th>Occupation (n)</th>
<th>Religion (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-23 years (4)</td>
<td>Bangladesh (5)</td>
<td>1-2 years (7)</td>
<td>Waterloo (6)</td>
<td>Undergraduate degree (7)</td>
<td>Permanent full-time employment (6)</td>
<td>Islam (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>India (4)</td>
<td>3-4 years (2)</td>
<td>Downtown Toronto (2)</td>
<td>Masters’ degree (2)</td>
<td>Part-time employment (3)</td>
<td>Hindu (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-25 years (5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mississauga (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-35 years (4)</td>
<td>India (5)</td>
<td>1-2 years (6)</td>
<td>Downtown Toronto (6)</td>
<td>Undergraduate degree (5)</td>
<td>Self-employed (3)</td>
<td>Islam (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pakistan (2)</td>
<td>3-4 years (3)</td>
<td>East York (1)</td>
<td>Masters’ degree (4)</td>
<td>Permanent full-time employment (2)</td>
<td>Hindu (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nepal (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hamilton (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Part-time employment (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-40 years (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cambridge (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42-43 years (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of all respondents
1. Patient experiences with healthcare providers

1.1 Providers do not understand patient needs

Majority of our South Asian participants who accessed sexual healthcare services were unmarried except for one. From these participants, sexual health service was mainly used either in a sexual health clinic, a visit to the family physician or accessing hospital ER. Some of our participants availing services from these healthcare centers mentioned that healthcare providers sometimes lacked professional behaviours (i.e. being relaxed or indifferent towards patient’s queries in a negative sense), while others perceived that patients are not prioritized to know about patient’s healthcare needs. As sexual health is a sensitive topic, our 21-year-old participant Ahmad said, some South Asian patients shared their experiences where providers did not understand the patient’s needs, as it depends on how a doctor understands and approach sexual health issue. He explained as follows,

*You know. Because this [sexual health], like, as you said in the beginning of this interview, like this [sexual health] is a very sensitive topic and some people might take it very seriously. And some people like take their sexual health really casually and they wouldn’t care too much. But most people, I believe that would care how the doctor approaches this issue […] If someone’s going for a sexual health like service, they [sexual healthcare providers] they’re like, I feel like there is a need for more compassionate doctors to take care of them [South Asian men]. But providers may not often understand patient’s needs […] Sometimes they act in an unprofessional manner like they are not listening to the patient." – Ahmad*

Similarly, our 21-year-old participant Ismail mentioned that from his personal experience, he did not have a good interaction with the provider regarding his sexual health consultation, as he felt some providers try to complete the service hastily. He explained as follows,

*They [doctors] usually give, like, answers like, like they know it seems like, they don’t care about you, and they don’t like people in general or their line of work, from my experience […] I think doctors are inattentive. In my experience [in accessing sexual healthcare service] some providers are always seemed to be very angry with you for showing up or, I just, they just want you out, to get to the next person so that they don’t have to check patients.” – Ismail*
We learned from these interviews that participant experiences regarding sexual health services are subjective. While some participants mentioned about services were not conducted professionally, few others felt providers did not prioritize patients’ healthcare needs. Such negative patient experiences from diverse healthcare settings may be indicative of a lack of health communication during patient-provider interactions in certain circumstances.

1.2 Patients are concerned about being judged by the provider

Our participants who were mostly young and unmarried spoke about their perceived feeling of getting judged by some healthcare providers. As for one of our married participants, 23-year-old Fakrul, it was quite difficult for him to make the provider understand his sexual health concerns in a sexual health clinic. Although Fakrul acknowledged that the provider was trying to be helpful and inquire about the situation, Fakrul felt the provider did not quite understand his illness history and may have made preconceived assumptions about his sexual health situation. He explained as follows,

“Yes, I met with somebody [healthcare provider] last year and the person would be like sort of like an ass, you know, she was being like a smart ass, so she wouldn’t let me talk to, that would try to explain how my wife and I [had sexual health issues], if you like, by the way you talk, you are an active listener. You mean you participate. So, you’re trying to be more helpful. So, the woman [physician] who I was talking to, her was being more, she was sort of like a smart ass. Every time I said something [during the consultation session on sexual health] she was trying to go on ahead. So, she was like, ‘well, why don’t you do this? Why don’t you do this, to without even trying to listen to the story. She was already trying to make an assessment of the situation and kind of fix me, but she didn’t even hear the [sexual health issue] story. Even so, she came to help me. So, it’s hard to find somebody who wants to try to help you without judging you. They don’t want, I don’t know how to help you. So, I left her a very bad review.” – Fakrul

In addition, some participants shared concerns of confidentiality or privacy as they have said other South Asian men had bad experiences of healthcare providers discussing their patients in known social circles. For example, some of our participants mentioned incidents within South Asian communities where a patient met the same doctor in community social events and there was a risk of being talked about the patient’s sexual illness. This type of unusual circumstances often led some participants to personally not to confide in their healthcare providers and to discuss their sexual health. We found from one of our participants Rafid that although the
aforementioned situation did not take place with his provider, Rafid still thinks he may get judged as a patient when discussing sexual health issues. He explained,

“For example, I’m like, theoretically, if I go to him [family physician] and tell him that, like, I got my girlfriend pregnant, for example, I feel I would be judged. About like for example, like this particular topic of [sexual health], probably not [discuss with the provider], just because I like, even if I didn’t tell, doctor, I like, I would kind of feel that he is unconsciously judging me, even though I have known him for several years. So I feel I wouldn’t want to be judged as well. – Rafid

In Rafid’s context, personal concerns of being judged by a known provider may prevent him from discussing sexual health. However, our participants also shared a few experiences in sexual health clinics, family physician visits and walk-in clinics, that healthcare providers do not listen to them or treat them without consideration of patient’s cultural context. Such as, according to our participants, the cultural differences between the patient and the provider can play a critical part in clinical decision making, as participants said providers may make assumptions about South Asian men and their sexual health. For example, one of our participants Rishi explained that his provider was not from a South Asian background, and her culture was different from his. As Rishi explained his sexual health issues with the provider, he felt the provider did not understand his illness context and there were arguments during his visit to a sexual health clinic. In this situation, Rishi felt the provider was judging him based on his experience in provider interaction. He explained,

“[… ] She was from a different cultural background, and she is not South Asian […] It was just that everything was this argument with the provider. I also had to, it almost took like an hour just to explain everything to her about my sexual health issues, every time, and then she would argue with me too. So I said at one point, ‘there’s no point arguing with you. I’m telling you this is how it works in my culture; I’m not making things up [regarding sexual health issues].’ So yeah, in a sense she kinda made up her mind about me. I felt I was being judged all along!” – Rishi

It was interesting to learn from this data that our South Asian participants often perceived providers to be judgemental about a patient’s illness history. Besides, although providers were recognized to be helpful as they tried to inquire about patients’ health complications, some participants felt providers made assumptions about patients’ illness history. However, these perceived or actual experiences on provider judgement were not uniform and are rather
subjective, as there had been varied responses regarding how and in which ways participants felt of being judged (e.g. in terms of provider behaviour). Interestingly, our data provides substantial knowledge in learning about how participants perceived their differential sexual healthcare experiences.

2. Patient recommendations regarding cultural awareness for providers

2.1 Need to build a common ground of interest between patient and provider

Participants commonly mentioned that there is a need to have a mutual common ground of interest between patients and providers that may improve the quality of care in sexual health services. Also, it depends on the provider how he/she would interact with patients from various cultural backgrounds. We found that participants mentioned provider attitude as playing an important role in patient-provider interaction. Participant Rahul mentioned that a positive attitude may influence better health communication and build a stronger rapport between the patient and the provider. Rahul further suggested that positive attitudes will build a mutual common ground of interest especially in discussing sexual health and understanding or being mindful of whether patients are taking the information seriously or not.

“So kind of depends on the healthcare workers, like how, what kind of plans they have, what kind of South Asian male patients they have, what kind of stuff they go through while treating the patients and how the patients are proceeding their issues. Like the healthcare worker, workers, talking about a patient's issues, like, ‘OK, these are the things you have. That's the things we can do about it,’ then see how the patient is taking it, how serious is the patient taking them regarding their own [sexual health] issues. If they're serious at all or not. And all in those are, or they're just ignoring, OK, wherever I go, whatever. So if you're having a mutual attitude or having a common ground of interest with, like all the, all the issues like, hey, this is something important, that's not a good thing. That's not a normal thing. It can actually make the client serious or the patient serious about their issues as well. Maybe because yeah, I don't have many examples to support that, but that's like my thoughts right now.” – Rahul

In addition, some participants said it was important for them to know that a healthcare provider is trying to come to a mutual understanding with the patient by acknowledging the patient’s cultural differences. For example, 23-year-old Mehtab explained that the friendly attitude of his
provider showed that the provider simply cared for his patient and that was important to improve the service experience.

“Well, he [healthcare provider] was like, I would say, professional, but he was also like he had a friendly attitude, I would say. So like he was making, like, I wouldn't say, making fun. He was just asking, like, small details about, 'OK, so where are you from?' And I said, like, 'okay, so I'm from this part of the country [of origin] and that I'm a recent immigrant.' And then he was like, 'okay, so I have friends from that country. I heard this is really good about this, your country.' And, you know, he tried to build a connection or a common interest. So that's one I felt like, OK, so this person is [trying] to get to know me a little bit more and [showing they care] that improves the experience than sort of like asking, you know, questions from a [medical] book just to see where I'm at in terms of my health. So he was trying to build a mutual understanding between us.” – Mehtab

The findings suggest the importance of providers to be culturally aware of South Asian patients as it will positively impact patient-provider interaction to discuss sexual health and have improved health communication.

2.2 Providers need to be respectful towards patient’s culture

From our in-depth interviews, participants recommended that a more respectful clinical experience can create better health service experiences especially among South Asian patients who are often quite reserved and share less about sexual health in the consultation session. Some of our participants like Sayeed further mentioned that it is important for providers to have gentle communication and be culturally aware of the patient which may significantly improve the overall service experience. Also, Sayeed felt that providers should proactively take steps by being mindful of their surroundings and how they position themselves and how they explain sexual health diagnoses to patients, especially the medical phrases or terms that could be explained in much simpler ways.

“I think the first step is with, so I guess having I'm not sure, to be honest, I think step one has to be more frequent and more gentle communication. I think like, so you have to understand who you are trying to educate and what is the type of [sexual health] education you're trying to give them [South Asian patients]. So you have to be gentle in the introduction of it [sexual health topic] and be respectful. And so you need, so it has to be more targeted. So, when you're trying to market all of these [sexual health] services that are available, you can't, you cannot simply say, here's a service, if you need it, it's there. I think it should be a more proactive approach in terms of like, hey, this is so, for each demographic, it should be a tailored approach.” – Sayeed
On the contrary, atypically one of our participants Ahmad felt that the Canadian healthcare system is quite robust, and it is unfair to expect healthcare providers in Canada will have the right kind of cultural skills to cater to a particular group of patients. However, he felt it is important to have the optimum level of professionalism and respect and be mindful of the patient's needs.

“What I'm saying is I think it's unfair for a patient to expect that the doctor would know, would be educated in his [patient’s] culture and do something out of the doctor's norm just to fit his [patient’s] culture. I feel that as long as the doctors and the nurses are all, in general, more respectful and do things that are, you know, as long as they don't do something that's super out of the way or something, that's very crazy. As long as that doesn't happen, a doctor, I don't feel health professionals need to be super mindful of their patient's culture, because they just feel that's there's already a good portion of Canada's GDP is being spent on healthcare.” – Ahmad

The data portrayed an overall understanding that often a more respectful patient-provider environment may go a long way in delivering quality care to patients from diverse cultural backgrounds. However, it was also interesting to learn that understanding patient-centeredness not only should encompass compassion or a cordial approach during sexual health consultations but also provide equal importance to the patient’s culture. There could be a missing link in health communication, if patients feel disengaged with the provider and if the provider is not taking a tailored approach by being mindful of the cultural differences.

3. South Asian men’s views about Canadian health systems

3.1 Implications of negative service experiences

Participants also discussed the implications of negative service experiences. For example, some of our participants who accessed walk-in clinics, sexual healthcare services and family physicians for sexual health issues, mentioned that if the service expectations are not met properly, it is quite likely that they would prefer to select a different healthcare provider. Our participants further mentioned that this scenario was quite common among South Asian men, as it often happens if South Asian men feel they are waiting for too long for service or the healthcare provider not giving enough time during the consultation, and/or if the patient is being rushed during the visit. This situation has been explained by Rafid in the extract below,
“I guess it [service expectations] depends on like there I guess it depends on the person right there. Some of them, it would be like more confrontational [with the provider]. would like straight up to the doctor that, like, 'give me some more time, I want to, I want to talk and figure out what's wrong,' and then you have other South Asian men, who were just like, for example, I don't like to argue with the doctor, and I just think I'll find another doctor, right. Because, yeah, there's like a bunch of walk-in clinics near me, but you have to like this doctor [...] Yeah, it would be like I feel, I feel doctor hopping, would be fine just because, like, you want to find someone who is like who meet your needs and expectations as a doctor.” – Rafid

Furthermore, some participants like 40-year-old Ashraf gave his personal opinion as he mentioned that the overall concept of ‘one-provider-one-service’ treatment policy in Ontario may hinder some South Asian people from accessing the needful sexual healthcare services or discussing the subject matter with a provider. Ashraf further mentioned that if he went to a provider for some other health issue, he will not be able to discuss additional matters like sexual health due to time constraints. Ashraf explained as follows,

“Because when you go for a four o'clock appointment it comes down to five o'clock. You sit there for half an hour, or you lose 45 minutes in the waiting room already. There's no time anyway. And then if you have two questions, he's [the doctor] is already mad at you and he really knows which people are going to ask him more questions. So he has a bias, hate you already [...] So right away he has an attitude, and when I said, ‘my son needs this and I am waiting on the other one [test]’, then he goes on like, ‘I told you, you see on the board, one item per visit, you see on the board it says one list, one item per visit. You already have three, four. So, I'll do you a favour, I'll give you an answer for two. So if you re-book right now, and come tomorrow, and I'll give you the answer for another one.'.” – Ashraf

Furthermore, some of our participants also discussed changing providers when they are asked to make frequent health service appointments. As mentioned by Umer, he believed this type of practice by some providers is mainly to use more resources, such as, going for the first visit, or multiple visits use more resources, which Umer believed is to make the most out of a patient’s Ontario Health Insurance Policy (OHIP) coverage.

“Yes, I changed my main doctor two times, because some [healthcare providers] look to you and just ask for my health card, and then they don't want to know or help you with the problem. So we are going there [doctor's office] for two or three things, I needed a prescription for this one and I need a refill for this one, and I have a problem with my foot. So then you were like telling them and they will say, 'did you see the sign on the door?' I said 'yes.' Then the doctor said, 'so
you have three problems, so make three appointments'. So that they can build more on your OHIP coverage.” – Umer

We found varied responses from our participants in regards to how they would explain their views of the Canadian health system. As some of our participants explored different healthcare services, the overall context of service expectations was not adequately explained by our participants. Although some participants mentioned about certain criteria should be given preference in terms of service expectations, they do not weigh in to explain further if and how these factors would ensure effective clinical interventions or influence their overall sexual health care experiences within the Canadian health system. However, it is important to recognize frequently changing healthcare providers may cause challenges among providers to ensure continuity of care, which overall may further reduce/hinder sexual health service uptake.

3.2 Need for non-judgmental separate service for men

Our South Asian participants also mentioned that they felt there is a need for a non-judgmental separate stand-alone sexual healthcare clinic for men. Among a few participants, 27-year-old unmarried Umer living in Canada for more than one year explained that a dedicated separate sexual healthcare service for men would minimize the patient traffic from other healthcare providers (e.g. family physicians). Umer felt that due to the high volume of patients, family physicians may not have adequate time to explain everything regarding sexual health and may not meet the perceived required expectations of the patient. As he explained,

“Well, I think that the best way to go about it [sexual healthcare services] would be to have a dedicated, separate service, for sexual health, particularly for men. And I think if you had to say, I don't think it's a good idea to have family doctors, you know to answer these things, because they're [family doctors] very rushed for time, they have a lot of patients and they just have too many patients, and so I don't think that they can adequately explain everything that needs to be explained [about sexual health]. And one visit is used, or they're always very rushed. They [family doctors] don't want to talk to you. So I think that you need a very dedicated kind of service for sexual health. Yeah, but it's not just that, I think it is in every area of health. They're [healthcare providers] just kind of rushed, but I think that it's [sexual health service] very important, it's the most important to be able to talk about this [sexual health]. But then since they [providers] are not very good at talking about anything, in particular, it [sexual health services] becomes really the most damaging when it comes to this area.” – Umer
In addition, as shared by our participant Rishi, a separate culturally safe sexual health clinic option may encourage future male South Asian teenagers to avail sexual healthcare services without risking patient confidentiality. That way, male teenagers may feel more comfortable in accessing and utilizing sexual healthcare services. He explained as follows,

“[…] When it comes to treatment options, like, you know, whether it's prescription drugs or whatever else it is [of sexual health], you know, it's, you know, providing those [culturally safe] treatment options because there may be more than just one or two options in the context of, you know, how would that affect, you know, you take a male [South Asian] teenager or someone young who's maybe, you know, who are scared to go in there [clinic] and they’re scared to maybe go back home and their family find out that they need to take a prescription for something, right. You know, so how can we work through that to, you know, make it more discreet or make the person feel more comfortable or things like that, yeah. So a separate service could be an option.” – Rishi

Therefore, we learned from our participants that culturally safe healthcare service options for men may allow patients from various age range to access and utilize services better. It is important to consider that separate healthcare service options are more related to if providers can adequately serve patients in a given time frame. Also, our participants raised the importance of separate services due to the overall concern of breaching patient confidentiality.

Discussion

In Canada, it is important to recognize that service quality has taken a leap forward over the years, and particularly Ontario province has primarily given importance to healthcare services that are safe, timely, effective, efficient, equitable and patient-centred [46] Further, it is important to consider that healthcare quality is often examined through the lens of the clinician-patient encounter, yet the quality of care that healthcare providers deliver is determined by the broader context in which they train and work[46]. For example, in Canada, the importance of healthcare provider cultural safety training include: reflecting on one’s own culture, attitude and beliefs of others, having open and respectful communication, developing trust, recognizing and avoiding stereotypical barriers, being prepared for two-way dialogue, and understanding the influence of cultural shock[47]. Hence, the results of this study highlight several important issues regarding perceptions of provider attitudes towards South Asian men in terms of how it shapes service use. As our participants spoke of their perceived unprofessional attitudes from the
provider (such as, not being compassionate or listening to the patient’s sexual illness history), we also found that participants felt healthcare providers did not prioritize the patient’s healthcare needs. We found consistency with the literature that suggests many barriers that prevent youth from obtaining sexual healthcare services originate from within the service delivery experiences (e.g. lack of integration in services that involve counselling) [48]. Likewise, other studies found that providers often find themselves facing a conflict between their values, dominant norms in the community, and their role as caregivers, resulting in an ignorant attitude towards patients [49][50]. However, the literature suggests in Canada there is no single healthcare delivery system, hence the quality of care varies in terms of geographic location across 10 provinces [46]. Furthermore, the Commonwealth Fund surveys show that in general Canadians tend to report good experiences with their physicians compared with individuals living in other high-income countries[51]. However, in certain circumstances, the literature suggests the focus should be given to areas in which patient-centredness could be improved in Canada. For example, many patients report that they do not receive care in a culturally sensitive way[52]. Our findings further suggest that healthcare providers were perceived to be judgmental towards South Asian men while some providers made assessments based on certain preconceived assumptions about South Asian culture. Also, we found that participants recommended of positive attitude by healthcare providers and having mutual understanding and respect to improve overall health communication and patient-provider interaction. The importance of improving provider attitude has been reported through other studies where healthcare providers may have difficulty in differentiating their role as a medical professional from the social scripts that prioritize social thoughts, norms and values, and that they may judge clients based on their instinct and patient’s identity[50][53]. Also, literature found that creating a balance between learning about the culture of an individual and a group (e.g. South Asian populations) is one of the key tightropes in overall provider cultural skill development training, in where practitioners may often stereotype and oversimplify the culture without realizing its complexities. For example, Latinos may have commonalities (e.g. speaking the Spanish language) but differ in the country of nationalities, ethnicities and cultures, and practitioners oftentimes generalize this culture and are creating a “cultural blindness” towards a whole community [54]. Literature also suggests that healthcare providers view patients with limited knowledge about a patient’s diagnosis, while they intentionally or unintentionally create “cognitive shortcuts” and resort to bias by relying on group stereotypes.
which help them to expedite their clinical decisions [55]. Therefore, reflective thinking around such provider attitudes and tailored training programs that include self-awareness and introspective activities (e.g. strategies to increase diversity, inclusion and equity) could help providers feel more comfortable in fulfilling their responsibilities as caregivers regardless of their personal beliefs thereby improving provider attitudes and quality of care [49]. In addition, critical thinking around both cultural and moral dimensions of sexual health of South Asian populations could be integrated with both pre-service and in-service training to help support providers when they encounter South Asian patients.

Ontario provides existing separate stand-alone sexual healthcare services delivering services that include birth control counselling, free confidential sexually transmitted infections (STI) testing and treatment, anonymous HIV testing and HIV/AIDS programs, immunizations for hepatitis A and B and the HPV vaccine, pap testing, urine pregnancy testing, low-cost birth control, and needle exchange programs [56]. We found that some of our participants recommended there is a need for a non-judgemental service platform, as our participants felt uncomfortable in sharing sexual health matters with the provider in terms of patient confidentiality and privacy. Although existing sexual health care caters to a wide range of services, it is important to consider how these services are delivered and whether they are delivered in a culturally safe manner to patients from diverse cultural backgrounds. Hence, studies suggest that it is critical to consider whether a healthcare setting is often shaped by perceptions of unequal power dynamics between the patient and the healthcare provider, which also can compromise privacy in delivering services [57][27]. In light of these findings, we propose more broadly for safe drop-in spaces that adequately consider men’s healthcare needs (e.g. for sexual health information sharing and separate sexual healthcare services for men), to provide quality sexual healthcare and needful user-oriented resources to men. Further, existing stand-alone sexual health service spaces should be more informal while considering the cultural implications and maintaining user dignity and privacy.

It has been reported that often providers think that patients seek out services for treatment instead of prevention, and there is a lack of awareness of existing sexual healthcare services within communities [58]. Furthermore, issues related to homophobia, fear of racism and sexism may further hinder access to healthcare by sexually diverse populations [58]. Consequently, the
challenge for service providers in Canada remains to ensure continuity of sexual health care and create a safe space for patients to come back to if they need to[58]. We also found from our findings that South Asian men would often prefer to change healthcare providers if their service expectations are not met properly. Frequent doctor appointments, long wait times, provider rushing patients during a clinic visit, and a perceived one-provider-one-service treatment policy in Ontario – all led some South Asian participants to consider that healthcare providers do not prioritize patient needs. Therefore, it has been suggested through findings that healthcare providers may require a broader understanding of implementing health-related theory models and skills, such as motivational interviewing, into their consultation when engaging with patients of South Asian origin [59]. Furthermore, the literature suggests that a patient-centeredness approach that encompasses the qualities of compassion, empathy, and responsiveness to the needs, values, and expressed preferences of the individual patient may further improve patient-provider interaction [9]. While these steps may ensure continuity to sexual healthcare, patient-centred service outcome measures should be another consideration towards obtaining a comprehensive understanding of healthcare systems performance thereby improving the overall quality of care in healthcare services[60] Also, it was reported that providers who indicated that they have had previous training focused on sexual health exhibited significantly more supportive attitudes towards user-friendly services than providers who did not report having received any training[61][62]. Hence, it is imperative to have more sexual health training, and have organized periodic cultural awareness programs for healthcare providers that have proven effective in improving overall patient outcomes and can be implemented in providing quality sexual healthcare services [52] [63][64][65]. Therefore, the overall training should evolve from learning information and making assumptions about patients based on their racial, ethnic, or cultural background, to focusing on the development of skills that follow the principles of patient-centred care.

Lastly, our data suggest an opportunity to help embed skills in sexual healthcare clinical practice by implementing training theory models in skill development that proposes shared care decision-making and how it might increase the likelihood of successful patient outcomes [66]. Therefore, given the experiences of our South Asian participants and their perceived role of provider attitudes in sexual health service experiences, we recommend further attention should focus on
healthcare providers to be reflexive about their social positions, such as social class, privilege, and power, as the literature suggests these components tie into subjective values and worldviews, that may later guide provider behaviours and attitude towards taking necessary healthcare decisions for the patient [67][68].

Limitations

One limitation to our work is that our qualitative study was designed to understand data in Ontario context and especially in urban settings. Hence, these findings may not be a representation of the inter-provincial sexual healthcare scenario which may require further investigation. With eighteen interviews, our sample size was relatively small and hence we could have missed opportunities to collate more data to learn comprehensively about healthcare provider attitude as an important role in patient care. Another limitation relates to the fact that we conducted telephone interviews which may have affected our data because of social desirability biases. Notwithstanding the strengths of the study include exploration for the understanding of the role of provider attitude in overall sexual health service experiences from South Asian men’s perspectives while learning about the missing links of provider cultural sensitivity and awareness that would require further investigations in the future.

Conclusion

In conclusion, healthcare provider attitude may play an important role in the overall health service delivery experiences and if and how services are used. From our participants, we learned that provider attitude further shapes the use of sexual healthcare services. Although some of the factors identified are not unique to South Asian men, but this study highlights ways that sexual healthcare services might be altered to foster service used by this population group who have high rates of STIs in Canada and low rates of service use. Hence, the concept of culturally appropriate healthcare strategies still has more improvements to follow, particularly to strengthen its stance in medical training. Therefore, it is imperative to mention that healthcare providers should focus on how to “situate” themselves to learn the contextual nature of other cultures, but also to be more self-critical in their attitude towards patient care and be more familiar with their own social and economic positions to understand health disparities. Indeed, healthcare
professionals need to be more reflexive of their attitudes in a clinical setting and perform not by ignoring the other cultural knowledge in medical practice, but by embracing it.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

In this final chapter of the thesis, I provide an overview of the contributions of each of the four papers as they relate to the aim of the thesis, (i.e. to establish a broader understanding regarding if and how South Asian men access and utilize sexual health services in a high-income economy country setting, particularly here in Canada). I then end by stating recommendations, driven by the data collected, that might help to improve access and use of sexual health by South Asian men in Ontario.

Study I, a scoping review, investigated the wider body of literature regarding access to and utilization of sexual health services in the high-income Western country context. We reviewed how accessibility, social perspectives on sexual health, conflicting beliefs on sexuality and health-seeking behaviour, and lower utilization rates of sexual health services impact the overall healthcare decision-making of South Asian men. Findings also suggest that as men do receive healthcare, quite often sexual health services remain fragmented. Findings suggested a need for further interventions in health systems service delivery to improve the overall quality of care experienced by the South Asian male populations. The review led us to identify how accessibility and utilization of sexual health services vary for immigrant men from South Asia in different contexts. Hence, this scoping review was important to identify the knowledge gaps and methodological tools needed to further investigate what contextual factors (e.g., cultural, physical, psychological, or social) play a role in South Asian immigrant men’s access (actual and/or perceived accessibility) to and utilization of sexual health services, particularly here in Canada.

Study II, the conceptual paper, contributed to the broader literature in identifying the knowledge gaps within the Canadian health service system, in terms of understanding the various indicators that are used in measuring health systems performance. We learned that by focusing on the principles of patient-centeredness and evidence-based interventions on self-assessed healthcare needs, possible concerns of compromising health system performance may be minimized. This paper made a stand-alone contribution to the wider thesis (such as, in investigating, understanding, and explaining patient experiences with the healthcare system in Canada; namely
access to healthcare services, utilization of service, quality of care and healthcare service efficiency) and mainly in proceeding towards a critical investigation in Study III, Chapters 4 and 5, that aimed to explore access to care, utilization of services, and patient-provider interactions in healthcare service experience in Ontario. Finally, as concepts of access to healthcare, quality of care and healthcare efficiency remain quite ambiguous, in terms of operationalizing in qualitative research, this paper also adds value to the existing literature in terms of designing studies to investigate service access and utilization. This study also helped to inform recommendations that emerged in Chapter 5 paper 2.

As the sexual health of immigrant men is quite understudied, learning about these knowledge gaps from the previous studies led to the development of specific research questions answered in Chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 4 explored the contextual factors shaping access to and utilization of sexual healthcare services of South Asian men particularly residing in Ontario. In Chapter 4, I speak to the psychological factors (e.g. perceived severity of illness influencing access to care, sexual health is considered an optional service, sexual health is perceived negatively), the social factors (e.g. sex positivity or sex-negativity exist in the social sphere, discussing sexual health with social circle, adapting to the lifestyle where sexual health discussions are more normalized rather than following South Asian norm as they relate to sexual health), and cultural factors (e.g. culture as it relates to the perception of healthcare, prescriptive gender stereotype as it influences overall access to sexual health services). – all of which were responsible for influencing overall access to and utilization of sexual healthcare services by South Asian men in Ontario. Although it is important to acknowledge the sensitive nature of sexual health as a taboo topic, sex positivity, sex-negativity, and prescriptive gender roles, these findings are not specific to South Asian communities. These are barriers worthy of more attention to considering culture in the promotion or delivery of services more broadly here in Canada.

Through Chapter 5, South Asian participant voices spoke to the real/perceived attitudes of providers in delivering healthcare broadly and about sexual health. We learned that our participants experienced the least favourable attitudes towards issues that relate specifically to South Asian men’s sexual health matters (such as, not being compassionate or listening to the patient’s sexual illness history). Participants mentioned the importance of a positive provider
attitude and cultural awareness to build a respectful environment and improve health communication and patient-provider interaction. In addition, participants made recommendations for changes to services that include more informal and non-judgemental environments by considering the cultural implications and maintaining user dignity and privacy. Our findings also suggest the importance of patient-centeredness to ensure continued engagement in a patient-provider interaction, thereby improving service uptake and follow-up visit experience.

There are several limitations to this research. In conducting the scoping review, it was important to broaden the search question and expand the inclusion criteria to find ten studies that were relevant to the broad topic of South Asian men's access to and utilization of sexual health services. In addition, no grey literature was identified despite attempts to be as comprehensive as possible. Furthermore, in this study, the overall search strategy may have been biased towards health and sciences and searching other bibliographical databases (e.g. Google Scholar or Web of Science) may have yielded more published articles. I adopted Arksey and O’Malley’s definition for scoping reviews at the outset of the study and found that their simple definition was generally useful in guiding study selection. For this scoping review, the pair of reviewers used their judgment to determine whether each article as a whole sufficiently met our study definition of a scoping review, which at times was challenging in the process of characterization and interpretation.

Chapters 4 and 5 (both papers 1 and 2) employed a qualitative research methodology. One of the limitations of these studies is that due to COVID-19 Ontario provincial lockdown measures, these unprecedented circumstances delayed the participant recruitment and data collection process from the year 2020 towards May until July 2021. In addition, although I did extensive communication through social media forums, job recruitment sites, tried liaison with non-government organizations and health service clinics to get my sample, I could only interview eighteen South Asian men for the study. There could be a missed opportunity to collate more data which was hindered by COVID-19 lockdown rules and remote interview process. Considering our data collection processes, the focus was mainly on the Ontario province. Hence, these findings may not be a representation of the inter-provincial sexual healthcare scenario which may require further investigation, as there may be more diversity in terms of geographic
locations and ethnic or cultural backgrounds of people.

Nonetheless, the strengths of this thesis include recognizing and documenting the complex interactions between social, structural, and individual-level determinants of sexual health and health service settings and focusing on strengthening health communication and health promotion opportunities for South Asian communities in Ontario and beyond. Furthermore, this thesis allowed us to gain a comprehensive understanding of the various contextual factors (e.g. cultural, psychological, and social dimensions) that may enable or hinder access to and utilization of healthcare services.

Lastly, in light of our findings, we conclude by providing below, some possible recommendations, drawing from findings presented in each paper:

**Chapter 2 and 3**

- As we have learned that there is an increasing demand for more culturally appropriate healthcare services for South Asian male communities, there remains a sense of vulnerability among South Asian men, lack of confidence in service providers, concerns in disclosing health information, lack of awareness and traditional misconceptions on sexual health issues. Hence, we recognize there is a greater need to strengthen our existing self-awareness and introspective training activities (e.g. strategies to increase diversity, inclusion, and equity) to enhance competency and skills programs for healthcare providers, that may help providers feel more comfortable in fulfilling their responsibilities as caregivers and help patients engage better with providers.

**Chapter 4 and 5**

- Studies suggest that existing health promotion practices in public health often focus on individual models of risk [34]. However, these approaches are often left un-contextualised while studying social determinants of health in health sciences [35]. By
contrast, contextualized models of health promotion recognize health disparities of the marginalized populations and can focus on behaviour change interventions that move beyond the individual context [34]. This approach of health promotion prioritizes entirely on the interpersonal, social, environmental, cultural, and structural factors, which can be effective in prevention efforts [36]. While the South Asian population is growing in Canada, we know little about how to create services/promotional material that is responsive to contextual factors shaping service access and use. It was, therefore, important to learn more about the overall sexual health service experiences of South Asian men and we learned from our participants that the sexual healthcare experiences vary among South Asian communities. Hence, since our findings suggest that the health and wellbeing of South Asian men are integrally connected to their culture in South Asian communities, there is an increased need for sexual health education and promotion opportunities within the South Asian male communities, which is a crucial process and would require appropriate locations for clinic or service promotion. We, therefore, recommend through our study findings that South Asian men should have access to age-appropriate sexual health education opportunities in an informal and culturally safe environment within their communities.

- Our findings further suggest that the positive attitude of the provider helps to build strong health communication in patient-provider interactions. We, therefore, recommend patient-centeredness approaches in clinical settings, that encompass the qualities of compassion, empathy, and responsiveness to the needs, values, and expressed preferences of the individual patient [37]. We believe such processes would allow patients to have a continued engagement with the provider thereby improving service uptake.

- It is crucial for the healthcare provider to recognize the contextual nature of other cultures, but also to be more self-critical in their attitude towards patient care and be more familiar with their own social and economic positions to understand health disparities.

- Our participants have mentioned the importance of improved sexual health education
around prevention. This may include periodic health promotional interventions at the local South Asian communities. However, it should be acknowledged that the participants in our study preferred to converse in the English language. Hence, we did not have non-English speaking participants in our study. As a result, we further recommend that health promotional messages should consider non-English speaking South Asians with added barriers in utilizing healthcare services.
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Appendix A – Participant Information Letter

Date: April 05, 2021

South Asian communities comprise one of the fastest growing populations in Canada. However, the sexual health of South Asian immigrant men in particular remains vastly understudied in developed countries, and little is known about how and if men access these services. Traditionally, women have been the target of sexual health services while research on men’s sexual health is limited. Studies suggest that South Asian men often possess lower knowledge regarding sexual health mainly due to cultural and other contextual factors than other migrant populations and have lower sexual healthcare utilization rates.

Despite a steady rise in cases of sexual health complications in Canada (e.g., gonorrhoea, chlamydia and syphilis), little to no data is available to better understand the overall sexual health service uptake of South Asian men community. In addition, inadequate attention has been given to the sexual health needs of South Asian immigrant men. Further, there remains an increased risk of developing secondary health conditions if proper sexual health diagnostic care is not available in terms of efficacy and quality. Therefore, it is imperative to understand how to create a more robust and improved sexual health services (e.g., as related to improved access, utilization of sexually transmitted infections screening services, increase awareness of sexual infection prevention, and increase compliance to treatment). The results of this study will deepen our understanding of the contextual factors that affect the overall uptake of sexual health services by the South Asian immigrant men and how to make sexual health services more helpful and respectful to immigrant and newcomer Canadian men.

The purpose of this study is to explore contextual factors (e.g., cultural, physical, psychological, social) specifically influencing overall accessibility (actual and/or perceived accessibility) and utilization of sexual health services by South Asian men in Canada. Knowledge and information generated from this study may assist policymakers, health care providers, and stakeholders in South Asian men’s health to improve use of sexual health services (e.g., STI prevention, screening and treatment services) in Canada.

It is my hope to connect with the respectful South-Asian Canadian male community members from Durham and Waterloo Regions and to invite them to participate in this research project. I believe that the male participants will have unique understandings and stories relating to access and utilization of health services in Canada. The study will involve an interview of 30 minutes to 1 hour taking place via telephone or online platform. At the end of this study the publication of this thesis will share the knowledge from this study with those working on access and utilization of health care services and South-Asian community members.

I intend to provide the relevant community organizations with information flyers to be distributed by the organizations at their discretion. Study online-ad will be made available in social media platforms for any interested male volunteer to participate. Contact information for me will be contained on the flyers. If a member is interested in participating, they will be invited to contact me, Yamin Tauseef Jahangir, to discuss participation in this study in further detail.
Participation is completely voluntary. You will make your own decision about whether or not you would like to be involved. You have the right to withdraw before any interview, skip any question, or at any time in the study, and you will still receive the renumeration. You will be asked questions such as, “I’m wondering if we can now talk about what you have learned about sexual health in general, sexual practices and beliefs after coming here in Canada?” or, “So, I would like to know, if we can talk about how important culture is to sexual health?” A thank you amount of $20 will be provided at the end of the interview session. The amount received is taxable. It is participants’ responsibility to report this amount for income tax purposes. We will remove all information that could identify you from the data we have collected within 1 week and delete it permanently. You can withdraw your consent to participate and have your data destroyed by contacting us within this time period. After this time, it is not possible to withdraw your consent to participate as we have no way of knowing which responses are yours. Additionally, you will not be able to withdraw consent once papers and publications have been submitted to publishers. In addition, I understand that some participants may experience some discomfort answering questions on sexual health. If you experience distress, we will pause the interview and you may choose to end participation at any time. If you become upset following the interview, please consider contacting available services in our area (see table below). In addition, some demographic information (e.g., country of origin, marital status, education) would be collected at the end of the interview. This information is required to gain a comprehensive understanding to describe the sample of people in this study and to examine differences and trends across these characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KW Counselling services in Kitchener</td>
<td>(519) 884-0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo Pentecostal Assembly support groups</td>
<td>(519) 884-0530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand River Hospital - Kitchener-Waterloo Campus - Mental Health and Addiction Program - Adult Outpatient Services</td>
<td>519-749-4300 ext 2109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Here 24/7 Crisis Services</td>
<td>1-844-437-2347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durham Counselling</td>
<td>905-666-6240 ext. 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To support the findings of this study, quotations and excerpts from the stories will be used labelled with pseudonyms to protect the identity of the participants. Names of participants will not appear in the thesis or reports resulting from this study. Participants will not be identifiable in any way or by their medical experiences. Furthermore, participants are assured that their participation in this study will not hinder their access to or utilization of sexual health services in Canada in any way.

All paper field notes collected will be retained locked in my office and in a secure cabinet in the School of Public Health and Health Systems at the University of Waterloo. All paper notes will be confidentially destroyed after a minimum of seven years. Further, all electronic data will be stored in a CD with no personal identifiers and will be kept encrypted. Finally, only myself and my advisor, Dr. Samantha Meyer in the School of Public Health and Health Systems at the University of Waterloo will only have access to...
these materials. While we will be discussing access to sexual health services you are in no way obligated to disclose any health related issue/diagnosis you may have experienced.

This study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through a University of Waterloo Research Ethics Committee (ORE#42816). If you have questions for the Committee contact the Office of Research Ethics, at 1-519-888-4567 ext. 36005 or ore-ceo@uwaterloo.ca. However, the final decision about participation belongs to the male South-Asian Canadian members.

If you have any questions regarding this study or would like additional information to assist you in reaching a decision about participation, please contact me at 437-984-5133 or by email ytjahangir@uwaterloo.ca. You may also contact my supervisor, Dr. Samantha Meyer at 519-888-4567, ext. 49187 or by email samantha.meyer@uwaterloo.ca.

I hope that the results of our study will be beneficial to the South Asian communities and families including South Asian youth across Canada, as well as the broader research community. I very much look forward to speaking with you and thank you in advance for your assistance with this project.

Yours sincerely,

Yamin Tauseef Jahangir
PhD Candidate
School of Public Health and Health Systems
University of Waterloo

Dr. Samantha Meyer
Associate Professor and Associate Director, Graduate Studies
School of Public Health and Health Systems
University of Waterloo
Appendix B – Recruitment Poster

MALE PARTICIPANTS NEEDED FOR SEXUAL HEALTH RESEARCH

Looking for South Asian men, age between 20-45 years, and in Canada for at least 1 year

Your participation would involve a 30 min -1 hour interview

Interview will take place via phone or online platform

In appreciation of your time, you will receive $20

For more information about this study, or to volunteer for this study, please contact:
Yamin Tauseef Jahangir
ytjahangir@uwaterloo.ca

This study has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through a University of Waterloo Research Ethics Committee (ORE#42816)
Appendix C – Participant Consent Form

CONSENT FORM

By agreeing to participate in the study, you are not waiving your legal rights or releasing the investigator(s) or involved institution(s) from their legal and professional responsibilities.

_______________________________________________________________________

I have read the information presented in the information letter about a study being conducted by Yamin Tauseef Jahangir of the School of Public Health and Health Systems at the University of Waterloo. I have had the opportunity to ask any questions related to this study, to receive satisfactory answers to my questions, and any additional details I wanted.

I am aware that I have the option of allowing my interview to be audio recorded to ensure an accurate recording of my responses.

I am also aware that excerpts from the interview may be included in the thesis and/or publications to come from this research, with the understanding that the quotations will be anonymous.

I was informed that I may withdraw my consent at any time without penalty by advising the researcher.

This study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through a University of Waterloo Research Ethics Committee (ORE#42816). If you have questions for the Committee contact the Office of Research Ethics, at 1-519-888-4567 ext. 36005 or ore-ceo@uwaterloo.ca.

For all other questions contact Yamin Tauseef Jahangir at ytjahangir@uwaterloo.ca

With full knowledge of all foregoing, I agree, of my own free will, to participate in this study.

☐ YES ☐ NO

I agree to have my interview audio recorded.

☐ YES ☐ NO

I agree to the use of anonymous quotations in any thesis or publication that comes of this research.

☐ YES ☐ NO

Participant Name: ____________________________ (Please print)

Verbal consent was received ☐ YES ☐ NO

Witness Name: ________________________________ (Please print)

Date: ____________________________